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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

In the writing of history, interpretations are usually based
on a set of accepÈed historical
facts. The validity of
these facts is, ideally at least, established through rigorous testing of sources and corroboration by independent witnesses. There are times, however, when the mere repetition
of assertions of learned writers is taken as sufficient
proof of a premise.
There are many cases in which the hard facts are diffipercepcult to discover,
When one speaks of attitudes,
tions, emotions and beliefs, the objective facts may be surrounded by a nebulous haze of subjectivity.
These highly
elusive variables are often alluded to in historical writing
in a speculative way--persons X and Y behaved in a specific
fashion and this qlg¡¿ be due to factors A and B or mitigating

circumstances C and

D"

In the study of electoral behaviour, determining how a
particular group voted (or did not vote) can be a useful
tool in arriving at general conclusions regarding the attitudes and perceptions of that group to certain issues. This
process of extrapolation usually depends on the existence of
accurate descriptive data of voting behaviour.
1-

2

It is important that necessarily quaJ-itative and subjective conclusions be placed on a solid quantitative base.
This is not to say that only quantifiable topics ought to be
addressed in historical study. Instead, this is an argument
for a history where interpretations are based on facts-where those facts can be measured, they should be, and carefully so. The conclusions reached in such a study wiII have
more credibility than a *rotk wherein the researcher has not
bothered to verify his premises. PoIitica1 activity lends
itself to statistical verification very well, and the amount
of discussion which is not grounded on solid statistical evidence is therefore somewhat surprising.
Mennonite political behaviour has been the subject of
chapters in several books and of many learned articles. The
attitudes of Mennonites to the relationship between church
and state,
active political lobbying and participation in
political parties have been discussed at length. Mennonite
political involvement at the level of voting in elections is
examined, including considerable investigation into official
church posiÈions on members participating in civic
elect ions

.

In most cases though, the analysis is almost entirely
gualitative, utilizing an impressionistic historical method,
and dealing in broad generalizations. The role of Mennonites in the political process at the electoral leve1 in
Canada has never been thoroughly investigated in a statisti-

3

cal manner. This thesis is an attempt to provide an example
of how studies of Mennonite voting behaviour can be conducted. I t provides a guantit,ative study of f ederal political
activity in one small geographical area in Southern Manitoba, commonly known as the West Reserve (see Map 1.1), during
a period in which Mennonites were, ât least in rural areas
of the reserve, by far the predominant group.
There are numerous sit,uations in

which a st.udy of this

sort would be useful. It might provide fairly solid statistical evidence in a discussion of Mennonite acculturation or
Trends toward increasing
accommodation to outside society.
voter turnout could be seen as indicators of a weakening of
church control or a relaxation of prohibitions against parInterpretations
ticipation in secular political activities.
and conclusions regarding Mennonite involvement in politics
can be more confidently made if rnethods similar to those
found in this thesis are applied.
It is not sufficient to state, "everyone knows that Mennonites voted for X"" What "everyone knows" isr €ls often as
not, nrong. Therefore, a careful examination of twelve federal elections and one federal bye-election on the West Reserve in Manitoba from 1887 to 1935 in which Mennonites túere
eligible to vote wilI be undertaken. Through utilizing
available statistical political and census data, a more complete history of the glest Reserve can be written.
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Source: Frank H. Epp, Mennonites in Canada, l7g6-t920
(Toronto: Mac¡nillan of Canada, Ig74l, p. ZZ1.

There can be problems in this type of historical
and they will be discussed.

research

Notwithstanding the difficul-

ties though, a contribution can be made to an important
aspect of lr{ennonite history by a thorough analysis of voting
statistics in terms of both percentage voter turnout and
party preferences. Àt the same time, the work undertaken
here could provide an example of how future studies could be
undertaken for the larger population'

ChaPter II
PROBLEM

In the study of l"fennonite voting patterns on the West Reseveral questions
serve in Manitoba at the federal level,
are apparent: to what extent did I'lennonites, ãt least in
the first half century of settlement on the Reserve, participate in the electoral process? If it is found that a significant percentage of the population of the Reserve voted,
other questions can be asked. Were there important differences between Mennonites and non-Mennonites in the surrounding area in terms of party preference? Did Mennonites turn
out to vote in greater or lesser numbers than their non-Mennonite neighbours? Were there major differences within the
Mennonite community as a whole in voter turnout and/or party
preference? Ànd, to lend a dynamic element, how did the responses to the above questions change over time?1 The ansyÍers to all of these problems can be deternined to a large
extent through staÈistical analysis and, at least for the
period from 1887 to 1935,2 the answers are contained below.
much electoral analysis before
As Lee Benson points out,
1957 has had a static rather than a dynamic approach. See
Lee Benson, "Research Problems in American Political Historiography," in Common Frontiers of the Social Sciences,
The Free Press'
ed" Mirra Komarovsky (Glencoe, IIlinois:
1957'), p" 114.

1887 is the first federal election for which there is evidence of Mennonite registered voters on the Reserve.
6
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of course, myriad additional questions can be asked, but
the above problems
if one is to answer them intelligently,
must first be solved. For example, it would not make sense
to write an article on "Why West Reserve Mennonites voted
Liberal in Federal Elections from their arrival in Canada
until the Diefenbaker Sweep", unless t.he writer first determined that the majority of eligible Mennonite voters on the
West Reserve actually did vote for the Liberal candidate in
alrnost every f ederal election until 1958, 3
HI STORIOGRAPHY

voting patterns can be placed
into a considerably broader context of Mennonite historiography and ethnic studies in general. This broader context
and only a Iimited
encompasses a vast range of literature,
selection wiII be dealt with here. a

The examination of

Benson

Mennonite

also addresses this issue in "Research Problems r "

pp.182-183.

Some theses on ethnic electoral behaviour include PauI R.
Beaulieu, "The Transf er of Allegiances in Et.hnic Politics:
À SÈudy of the VoÈing Behaviour of Franco-Manitobans
1969-1914" (M. A. theiis, university of Manitoba, 1976)i
Elliot Hart Katz, "The Participation of a Cultural MinoriJewish Voting Preferences in Seven Oaks
ty in Politics:
1969 and 1973" (M. A. thesis, UniversiRiver
Heights,
and
ty of Manitoba, t980); R. Turenne, "The Minority and the
Baltot Box: A Study of the Voting Behaviour of the French
Canadians of Manitoba 1888-1967" (M.'4. thesis, university
of ManiÈoba , 1969); and Roger Epp, "Mennonite rnvolvement
in Federal and Provincial Politics in Saskatchewan'
(Honours) thesis, University of AIber1905-1945" (8. À.
tâ, 1 984) .

I
Ethnic Literature
It is not the purpose of this thesis to argue for or against
describing the Mennonites of Southern Manitoba as an "ethnic
group." However, according Èo several definitions of ethnicity, it appears that for the purposes of this discussion,
Mennonites are an ethnic aroup and an examination of their
voting behaviour thus fits into the field of ethnic voting
studies. Milton Gordon, a sociologist, defines an ethnic
group as "any group which is defined or set off by racer rêligion or national origin, or some combination of these origins. " 5 Michael Novak, in a more detailed interpretation,
defines an ethnic aroup as
a group with historical memory, real or imaginary.
One belongs to an ethnic group in part voluntariEthnic memory is not a
Ìy, in part by choice....
set of events remembered, but rather a set of instincts, feelings, intimacies, expectations, patterns
of emotions and behavior ì a sense of reality. 6
Perhaps Wsevolod Isajiw has the most concise definition.

describes an ethnic group as "an involuntary group of
people who share the same culture or to descendants of such
peopte who identify themselves and/or are identified by oth-

He

's MiLton M. Gordon, Àssimilation in Àmerica: The Role of
Race, Reliqion and NaÈional Orioins (t¡ew York: Oxford
University Press, 1964), p. 27, cited by Stuart Rothenberg, Eric Licht, and Frank Newport, Ethnic Voters and National Issues: Coalitions in the 1980s (I{ashington, D,
Free Congress Research and Education Foundation,
1992), p" 2.
6 Michael Novak, &. Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics (Uew
York: MacMillan Publishing Co., 1973), p. 56, cited by
Rothenberg, Licht and Newport, Ethnic Voters, pp. 2-3.
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ers as belonging to the same involuntary group."7 If these
definitions are accepted as vaIid, Mennonites of Southern
lfanitoba, and of North America must be seen as an ethnic entity.
In addition to the studies discussed above, there is a
considerable body of ethno-political work available.s Mark
Levy and sociologist Michael nramer ilIusÈrate the importance of the ethnic vote in their look at "political clout,
political polrer and how it is and can be wielded by some
65-miIlion Àmericans termed collectively the ethnics."s They
use precinct-Ieve1 returns to determine the strength of ethnic political- solidarity (particularly in six major ethnic
groups in the United States).
are devoted to the question of MenA
nonite involvement in politics at the electoral level.
wealth of theoretical treatises exist on Mennonite attitudes
to the staterl0 but empirical studies are in short supply.
Few studies, however,

7 wsevolod W. Isa jiw, "Def initions of Ethnicity, " Et.hnicitv

1 (July 1974)z 122"
8 ¡ good select bibliography can be found in Mark R. Levy
How Àmerica' s
and Michael S. Kramer, &. Ethnic þþ.f-:
Minorities Decide Elections (Hew York: Simon and Schus-

ffi,-pg.24ñ

s Ibid., p. 9.
1o For examples, see E. K. Francis, In Search of Utopia:
D. w.
The Mennonites of l¡anitoba (e1tona, Manitoba:
Bender,
ffieãõT]iFons;1t5trt t Harold s.
"church and
Review
Ouarterlv
Mennonite
State in Mennonite Historyr"
13 (april 1939): 83-103; Hans J. HiIlerbrand, "The Anabaptist View of the Stater" Mennonite Ouarterlv Review 32
(apri1 1958): 83-110; John H. Redekop, "MennoniÈes and

10

The Kansas Mennonites are the subject of James Juhnke's ô

People of Two Ei!-g5!oms., 1 1 in which the author concludes that

in politics may have been
Iimited,
but it surely took place from the very beginning.t'12 Basing his conclusions on documentary and statistical evidence, Juhnke does not, however, ignore that part of
the Mennonite community which did not vote. ÀIthough those
who abstained from electoral activity did not constitute a
majority, Juhnke stresses that "the persistence of MennoniÈe
non-voting in regular elections indicated that this minority
was a significant element in Mennonite community political
"Mennonite voting and interest

behavior. " 1 3

According to Juhnke, an organization Iike the MennoniÈe

Central Committee,
standing as it did for the Mennonite positive rewas a kind of posponse to the suffering world,
litical
surrogate for Mennonites whose distaste
for politics was an ingrained tradition.ra

Politics in Canada and the United Statesr" Journal of
Mennonite Studies 1 (1983): 79-105¡ and Howard J. Kauffman and Leland Harder, Ànabaptists: Four Centuries Later
(Kitchener, Ontario: Herald Press, 1975') , pp. 150 and
151 .

1 James
sas

3

C. Juhnke, ! People of Two Kinodoms (Newton,
19751.
Faith and Life Press,

2 rbid", p" 33.
3 rbid., p. 124.
4 rbid., p. 150.

Kan-
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This search for non-political responses to what society at
large generally regarded as politicat problems raises some
interesting questions concerning the similarities and differences with Manitobars West Reserve.
In a more general study of the political betraviour of
sectarians similar to Manitoba's Mennonites, Howard Kauffman
and Le1and Harder statistically verify the wide spectrum of
Mennonite political acÈivity in North America, which ranges
from non-participation to Mennonites running for political
office. I s Kaufmann and Harder go back to the Anabaptist origins of the Mennonites in addressing the issue of churchstate relations. They claim that the Anabaptist forebears
firmly believed that a Christian owes obedience to
civil laws and authorities insofar as the prior
claims of God are not violated by that obedience"
But they also believed that the church and church
members are not responsible for policies of the
state and ought not to presume to direct them. I 6
ethic of a
The result is a conflict in which the political
religious group incorporates both assent and dissent--a "duatism of holding that God ordained the state with its sword,
yet claiming that the state's operation involved non-Christian principles."lT Although brief, this section by Kauffman
1s Kauffman and Harder, Anabaptists, pp. 150-169.

6 rbid. , pp. 1 50-1 51 .
17 rbid., p. 151. other examples of this view of the state
can be found in Robert Kreider, "The Anabaptists and the
Stater" in The Recoverv of the Anabaptist Vision, ed. Guy
F. Hershberger (Scottdale, Pennsylvania: Herald Press,
1957'), pp. 189-193¡ Harry Loewen, "The Ànabaptist View of
the world: The Beginning of a Mennonite Continuum?" in
Mennonite Imaqes: Historical, Q!!g¡g.! and LiÈerarv pgI

12

and Harder provides a coherent

summary of

Mennonite

atti-

tudes to politics in the 1970s.
John Redekop addresses a similar topic in "Mennonites and

Politics in Canada and the United States."rs rn what amounts
to a Iiterature review, Redekop lament.s the shortage of "major works by scholars y¡ith a doctorate in PoIitical Science." He points out that despite the large amount of in"the
teraction bet¡¡een Mennonites and civil authorities,
political activities and experiences of North Àmerican Mennonites, although extensively described in mainly fragmentary , tangential or 'popular' fashion, constitute probably
the least analyzed of the najor facets comprising Mennonite
Iife in the two countries" " 1 s
Other aspects of Mennonite Iife have certainly been described, analyzed and discussed at length.20 Manitoba Mennonites are the subject matter in E. K" Francis' thorough In

savs Dealinq with Mennonite Issues, ed" Harry Loewen
(winnipeg: Hyperion Press, 1980), pp" 80-89; Hillerbrand, "Anabaptist View," pp. 83-110; and Adolf Ens, "Men-

18
19

20

nonite Relations with Governments, Western Canada,
1870-1925" (Ph. D. thesis, University of Ottawa, 19781,
pp. 6-7 .
Redekop, "Mennonites and PoIitics," pp. 79-105.
Ibid" , p. 79.
See ibid., pp. 79-105i J. Howard Kauffman, "Toward a Sociology of Mennonitesr" Mennonite ouarterlv Review 30
(.luty 1956): 194-212i Frank H. Epp, Mennonites in Canada
1920-1940: À People's Struqqle for Survival (Toronto:
Macmillan of Canada, 1982'), pp. 608-609 and pp. 613-628,
for an idea of the extent of literature available regarding Mennonites.

13

of Utopia, which traces the development of the Mennonites from a religious movement to an ethnic aroup, examining their migrations, and finally concentrating on the East
Reserve and the West Reserve in I'fanitoba. He discusses poIitical behaviour only tangentially and does not guantitatively verify his conclusions.2l The same is true of Frank
Epp's tyro-volume history of the Mennonites in Canada.22 Epp
does, however, provide a good, general survey of all groups
of Mennonites in Canada, with some discussion of the ManitoSeaçch

ba Reserves.

In another fairly broad study, John glarkentin examines
the impact of geography on the Mennonite way of life in
Southern Manitoba.23 His treatment of the role of trade centres, the incursion of the secular world into the West Reserve, and the way this has molded modern Mennonite society
is particularly interesting.
For the purposes of this thesis, one point Warkentin makes is particularly relevant. He
inadvertently presents a clue to the marked increase in the
level of electoral participation on the West Reserve when he
claims that "by 1890 the church leaders were in control of

21

22

23

Francis, Utopia, pp. 97-98. See also the index references to "PoIiticaI ideology, " "Nationalism, " "Elections, "
"Governmentr" and the ubiquitous "Church and State" in
íbid.
Frank H. Epp, Mennonites in Canada, 1786-1920: The HjE_tory of a Separate Peop1e (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada,
1974), and Epp, Mennonites in Canada, 1920-1940.
John H. WarkenLin, "The Mennonite Settlements of Southern
Manitoba" (Ph. D. thesis, University of Toronto, 1960).

14

the religious sphere only.rt24 This indicates that if church
leaders were the strongest opponents to electoral activity,
a decline in their influence might result in a subsequent
increase in Mennonite electoral activity.2s
A Ph. D. thesis by Adolf Ens contains a discussion of the

historical background to the attitudes of. Mennonites to secular government, focusing on Western Canada between 1870 and
1925.26 Ens' thesis traces the development of the Mennonites
involvement in
from a group strongly opposed to political
any civil government to an important source of support for
He discusses the success of Valentine
various politicians.
Winkler in the largely Mennonite riding of Rhineland in the
1915 provincial election, and reports that "several prominent I'fennonites applauded this result, some of them even expressing pride in the part played by their people in the
'cleanup of the province.' " 27
In addition to being a very useful study of Mennonite retations with government at various levels in Canada, Ens'
thesis also provides a good example of what has become part
of MennoniÈe folk history--the widespread belief that Mennonites "vote LiberaI."
24 rbid., p. 86.
25 A

similar argument is made by Adolf Ens. Interview with
AdoIf Ens, Canadian Mennonite Bible College, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, 9 December, 1986. See Appendix A.
26 AdoIf Ens, "Mennonite Relations".
27 rbid., p. 377.

15

The fact that it was the federal Liberal government of Williarn Lyon Mackenzie King which repealed

the offending order-in-council barring Mennonite
imnigration, when the previous Conservative government had refused to do sor ensured that western
Mennonites would aqain be Liberal for at least 4other gg@.28
Interestinglyr ês will be shown below, the statistics,
at
least at the federal IeveI, do not exactly correspond with
this commonly accepted generalization. In fact, Ens' statement provides a good case for the importance of statistical
verification of implicitly quantitative assumptions.
Local Historv
writing must be discussed beOne other genre of historical
fore concluding this Iiterature review. Local history is an
important part of the historiography of West Reserve MennoniÈes. Contributions in this area range from the committeeproduced survey2s to the scholarly study. Luckily, there
are at least four local histories of various parts of the
I{est Reserve which fal1 into the latter category.30 ÀItona
and Rhineland are thoroughly researched, well-documented and

28 rbid., p. 373. Emphasis added.
2s An example is Gnadenthal 1880-1980 (winkIer,
Gnadenthal History Book Committee, 1gg2) .
30

Man

i toba :

See Gerhard J. Ens, &. Rural Municipalitv of Rhineland,
1884-1984 (aItona, Manitoba: R. M. of Rhineland, 1984);
Esther Epp-Tiessen, $!!g,
The Story of a Prairie Town
(Altona, Manitoba: D. w. Friesen, 1982)l Peter D. zacharias, Reinland: Àn Experience in Communitv (Rein1and,
Manitoba: Reinland Centennial Committee, 1976); and Za-

charias, Footprints of a Pilqrim People: Storv of the

Blumenort Mennonite Church (Gretna, Manitoba¡
Mennonite Church, 1985).

Blumenort

16

provide useful descriptions of their subject areas. These
studies, together with Zacharias' history of the village of
Reinland and his look at the deveLopment of the Blumenort
Mennonite Church, allow one to understand some of the differences between a few of the main groups of l,lennonites on
the West Reserve. One common thread in most of the local
histories of the area is the gradual acceptance of an everincreasing amount of influence from the "outside world" "

in the literature discussed above is the leve1 of
Mennonite political activity treated in a systematic, quantitative manner. À body of reliable Mennonite voting behaviour data and analysis is needed. In ethnic historiography
we see more and more analyses of the electoral activity of
various groups" It is time for the qualitative, impressionistic history of the Mennonites of North America to be augmented with a series of reliable quantitative studies of
various aspects of the Mennonite experience.
Nowhere

Chapter I I I
METHOD

THE WEST RESERVE

The !{est Reserve in Manitoba was established by Order-in-

Council of 25 April 1876. Mennonite settlers first came to
the area in 1875 and by 1877, about 2,500 Mennonites had migrated to the Reserve, a Èract of seventeen townshipssl (as
shown in Map 1 .1 ) .
Later, in 1 898, the West Reserve was
opened to general settlement. Non-Mennonites began to move
onto the Reserve and Mennonites started to leave.32 Sti11,
Mennonites continued to comprise a majority of the population, especially in rural areas.33

Within the overall Mennonite population there lrere important differences" In order to describe the range of attitudes heLd by various Mennonite groups, traditionally deI Gerhard Ens mistakenly claims in Rhineland that the West
Reserve covered twenty-f ive townships, for a total area
of over 5O0-thousand acres, p. 1.
32 More information on this is available in Francis, Utopia,
Epp, Mennonites in Canada: Separate PSgpIe., especially
pp" 211, 227 and a map on p. 221; Gerhard Ens, Rhine, p. 1¡ Epp-Tiessen, À!@., pp. 15-17 ¡ and Warkentin, "Mennonite SeÈtlements," p. 40 and p. 200.
33 Canada, Parl iament
of Canada, 1 880-81 , voI. 1 ,
, @.
pp. 196-199¡ 1891, vol. 1, pp. 226-231i 1901, vol. 1, pp,
148-149¡ 1921 ,
1 56-1 57; 1911 , vol. 2 , pp.
1 4-1 5 and pp .
vol. 1, pp. 706-707¡ and 1931, vol. 2, pp. 526-529 and
pp" 638-639.
3
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scribed as 'conservative' and 'liberal',
James Urry argues
that the term 'maintainer' is more accurate than 'conservative' and that so-called 'liberals'
would be better described as 'progressives' .34 However, in many contexts,
'progressive' is an even more value-Iaden concept than '1iberal'. For the purposes of this Èhesis, Mennonites who were
relatively more willing to aecommodate to Canadian society
are called 'accommodators' . 3 5

Moreover, since Mennonites did not maintain or accommodate absolutely, most grere likely to faII somewhere on a
broad continuum of maintaining traditional values or accommodating to secular society.
Those who clung most tenaciously to the old ways are nearer the mainÈainer end of the
continuum and those who were most willing to accommodate to
secular society are nearer the accomodator end. As Urry explains, in Russia
the maintainers Iearnt(sic) to recognize, isolate
and finally to reject certain features of the wider world order. They became skilled in their rejection of a whole corpus of social and technological innovations and learnt to resist external
ideas, allegiances and beliefs.
The reaction was
essentially true to their earlier traditions"".and
resuLted in a turning inwards.36

34 James Urry, "The Transformation and Polarization of the
Mennonites in Russia, 1789-1914," paper presented at the
1977 Conference on Russian Mennonite Uistory, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Novernber 1977 .
3s Gerhard Ens, s!gfs!,
p. 117 , also uses this term.
36 Urry, "Transformationr" p. 4.
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Àdolf Ens, an instructor at the Canadian Mennonite Bible
College in Winnipeg, sees accommodators as
in witt¡ mainstream Canathose who attempt to fit
dian society as rapidly as the inertia of the
group settlement will a1low. That means that they
wou1d, for example, be...open to having their
children acquire English as a usable language.37
He suggests that religious factors are involved in these
tendencies, especially for the maintainers, and believes
that the maintainers
would be far more committed lthan would accommodatorsl to having church leadership determine what
kinds of things in Canadian society are acceptable, and what kinds of things are not " . . . they
would be less inclined to make independent judgements about what kind of school lttreir] children
should go to, or whether Ithey] should participaÈe
in municipal of f icer or ¡vhether Ithey] should have
commerce with the towns or not.38
Differences between mainÈainers and accommodators are accordingly less a function of personal attitude than they are
of the degree of willingness to allow the churchr âs a comTerminology
munity, to make decisions for the individual.
aside, most discussions of the West Reserve mention various
denominational disputes which occurred, ât least in part,
because of this question of maintenance of tradition and acceptance of aspects of Canadian culture.3s
37

Interview with Dr, AdoIf Ens, Canadian Mennonite Bible
College, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 9 December 1986. (See Appendix À, )

38
39

bid.
All of the local histories mention this to varying degrees, and works Iike Francis, Utopia, Epp, Mennonites in
Canada, AdoIf Ens, "Mennonite Relations;" warkentin,
"Mennonite Settlementsi" and Henry J. Gerbrandt, Advenr
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polling
area by polling area, election by election, in order to
study the range of diversity of Mennonites, and map it over
time in relation to political
behaviour. It $ras therefore
necessary to establish a continuum, nith a scale indicating
a range from strong maintainer to extreme accommodator--and
assign each of the areas to be studied a value on that continuum for each election date.
An attempt was made to scale ecological units

Various types of qualitative data aid in placing various
districts on a maintaíner/accommodator continuum. ao However,
no one has ever assigned precise values to the leve1 of accommodation or maintenance of

the various denominational
groups on the Reserve, and such values are essential for
correlating voter turnout and party preference with tendency
to accommodate or maintain. Arbitrary assignations of values on the continuum are unsatisfactory.
External corroboration is required.
with this in mind, two Mennonite historians, especially
knowledgeable of llest Reserve history, were interviewed independently for their impressions of various districts for
ture in faith: The Backqround in Europe and the Development in Canada of the Berqthaler Mennonite Church of Manï t o6g-( Ar t o-n a, l¿a ni t o-uãffi
.
s en,-1ffil,Te vo t e
considerable atÈention to the -çG
differences between the

40

various factions on the Reserve.
Àmong the documentary sources are Francis, Utopia, Epp,
Mennonites in Canada, (both volumes); and Gerbrandt, Àdtãnturffi- raiuh. also see Àdolf Ens, "Mennonit.e neEtions"; Warkentin, "Mennonite Settlements"; and all of
the local histories of the Reserve.
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the period from 1887 to 1935.41 While initially
loath to
quantify the level of maintenance or accommodation of the
ten cases, eventually both responded and assigned values
that were, for the most part, nearly identicala2 (see Tab1e
3.1). The interviews with each respondent appear in Àppendix À and B.
VOTING ÀNALYSIS

METHODS

Generating the numerical series of voting data yras a dífferent problem, of course. Various types of methodology can be
used in electoral

studies. Social scientists who wish to
examine voting in relatively recent elections can use the
sample survey technique.a3 This method was adapted and modified by Lazarsfeld and his associates when Èhey used a panel
method of the survey approach to electoral analysis"

41

Interviews with Dr. ÀdoLf Ens, Canadian Mennonite Bible
Co1lege, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 5 June 1986, 9 December
1986, and 27 January 1987 i and interviews with Jake Peters, UDiversity of Manitoba, 4 June 1986 and 4 December
1

986.

Notwithstanding the verbal divergences evident in the
transcriptions of the interviews, the numerical values
assigned by Ens and Peters to each polling area for each
election show remarkably high intercoder reliability
( 83.6 per cent of thei r responses vrere within one point
on the seven-point scale).
The convergent numerical
scales suggest credibility of respondents and validity of
the data drawn from such impressionistic sources.
43 Numerous studies describe this technique. One example is
Rothenberg, Licht and Newport, Ethnic Voters, pp. 27-31.
42
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Table 3. I
TABLE OF I1ENNONITE ñAINTENANCE

VS.

ACCOñHODATION

PETERS ]IENNONITE FACTOF

Conti nuum

I = Strongest llaintainer
2 = Strong lfaintainer
3 = Less Strong llaintainer
4 = ñoderåte
5 = Less Strong Acco¡nnodator
ó : Strong Accoonodator
7 = Strongest Accsnmodator
LOCATION
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N45555555555556
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I
2
3
4
5
ó
7
I
9
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ø
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2
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Lazarsfeld's teams, in their studies of Erie County, Ohio
and Elmira, New York during the Presidential elections of
1940 and 1948 respectively,aa attempted to discover influences on voting behaviour. À randomly selected panel of respondents was repeatedly interviewed during and after the
election campaign, a technique flowing from assumptions similar to studies of consumer behaviour. Lazarsfeld and his
associates predicted that the voter was like a shopper, vascillating between candidates, highly influenced by mass media and advertising, sometimes making his electoral decision
at the final point in the process--the polling booth.
Campbell, Converse, Miller and Stokes also used the survey method of research in their examination of the period
from Truman's victory

in 1948 to the re-election of Eisenhower in 1956. They described their approach as starting at
the final act, that is,
Taking the individual's voting act as a starting
point r wê have moved backward in time and outward
from political
influences to trace the intricate
pattern of causality at the polls"a5
Of course, the attractions of the survey approach are numerous. There are obvious advantages to the researcher in
asking questions of specific members of the electorate who
44 PauI F. Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet.
The People's Choice, 2nd ed. (New York: Columbia University Press , 1948); and Bernard Berelson, PauI F. Lazarsfeld, and 1,{i1liarn N. McPhee, Votinq (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press , 1954') "
4s Àngus Campbell et aI., The American Voter (Hew York and
r,oñdon : .lohn wi rey and ffis , 960 ) , pÃ
.

-1
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have been randomly selected.

However, in many, if not most

historical studies, including this one, it is not feasible
to conduct a random survey of voters with experience over a
long period.
Documentary records--the absence of polling
lists recording how each voter voted--preclude the question
of individual-IeveI voting data.
Ecoloqical Analvsis and the Ecoloqical Fallacv
Historians attempting to study electoral behaviour in secret
baIlot contexts are almost inevitably bound to ecological
analysis in their effort to reach conclusions about the
electoral behaviour of a group of individuals.
This technique involves Èhe use of aggregate (as opposed to individual-level) data. But debate over the legitimacy of ecological- correlation has continued since Wo S. Robinson's
condemnation of the methodology first appeared in 1950.46
Robinson claimed that

In each study which uses ecological correlations,
the obvious purpose is to discover something about
the behavior of individuals"
land not to discern] correlations between the" ".properties of areas
as such.47
He compared ecological correlations and individual correlations between colour and illiteracy for the United States,
as weII as between nativity and illiteracy
for the same

46

47

W. S. Robinson, "Ecolog i cal Correlations and the Behavior
of Individuals, " Amer ican Socioloqical Review 15 (June

1950): 3s1-357.
Ibid., p. 352"
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area. Ecological correlation showed that the jurisdictions
Does it
that were most negro vrere also most illiterate.
fo1low that individual black perbons have less capacity for
learning than whites? tntuitivelyr wê know that the correlation masks other variables. Robinson concluded thaÈ "the
only reasonable assumption is that an ecological correlation
is almost certainly not equal to its corresponding individuaI correlation."48
Argument foIlowed.
Robinson had a point,

Herbert Menzel claimed that while
the value of ecological correlations

could not be summarily dismissed. To Menzel,
ecological correlation may retain validity not
only where it is argued that the variables correlated are functions of a common cause, but also
where it is claimed that one of thern is a cause of
the other. a s
He added credence to his argument by citing the hypothetical
example of the
ecological correlation of the number of physicians
per capita and the infant death rate. This correlation may be expected to be high and negative,
and loses none of its significance for the fact
that a corresponding individual correlation would
be patently impossible. so

4I rbid. , p.

357,

4s Herbert Menzel, "Comment on Robinson's 'Ecological Correlations and the Behavior of Individuals, ' " American þcioloqical Review 15 (October 1950): 674.

so Ibid.
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A-quarter century later, Robinson's clains were still being addressed. Juan Linz examined the application of ecoIogical analyis and of survey research in a sociological
context, which is also relevant to historians troubled by
the question of the ecological fallacy. Línz saw ecological
analysis as particularly weLl-suited to historical study,
insofar as it lhistory] wants to include in its
analysis the behavior of the anonymous masses
rather than to linit itself to that of the elites
who have left us personal documents.5 I
Linz believed that ecolojical research clarifies the influence of identification with a particular party on determining political attitudes. He clained that
only long-term ecological research can contribute
to our knowledge of the problem of continuity and
change in po1itics....Ecological data covering a
long time span can give us many cues for the study
of the factors that determine traditionalism in a
changing society and that are likely to be related
Èo patterns of social integration [and] organízational strength. n nbut are often neglected in survey research. s 2

Linz lras aware of the many problems presented by ecoÌogical analysis. He stressed, in a point relevant to this thesis, that Èhe danger in conducting an ecological study over
a fairly long period of time is that one
assumes a certain continuity in the composition of
the population of the units under analysis, either
of the individuals or of some characteristics of
the population, if they extend more than one gen-

51

52

J. Linz, "Ecological Ànalysis and Survey Researchr"
in Social Ecoloqv, eds. Mattei Dogan and Stein Rokkan
(cañ5ffiõe, lrass.: MrT press , 1974); pp. g7-gï.
Ibid., pp. 100-101.

Juan
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eration."53
While the individuals who made up the West Reserve from 1887
to 1935 obviously changed, the composition of the population
remained relatively unchanged, at least until the emigration
of large groups from the Reserve and the migration of a significant number of Russian Mennonites, Russlaender, to the
Reserve.

sa

The best case for the use of ecological analysis is

made

when Linz suggests that only "long term ecological data
would clearly reflect....certain
social changes that occur
so slow1y, almost imperceptibly, that even a panel analysis
would not pin them down.rrss
John Shover and John Kushma also believed that Robinson's

warnings regarding ecological research were exaggerated.

First, Robinson's criticism has been misapplied in
the frequent instances in social science research
where the unit of analysis is an aggregate or
where the social relationship under investigation
is a group level process. Second, under carefully
controlled circumstances estimates of individual
behavior from aggregate data can be made that susover disparate leveIs of aggregatain consistency
tion, s6
s3 rbid., pp. 102-103.
s4 Frank H" Epp, Mennonite Exodus: The Rescue and Resettlement of the Russian Mennonites Since the Comnunist Revo-

Ïffion (ertona, t'tanitoua¡ o. w.TFieãñ-,ffioffis

a useful analysis of the Russian Mennonite migration.
Adolf Ens, "Mennonite Relations"; Zacharias, Reinland and
Gerbrandt, Adventure in raith contain some discussion of
the ernigration oilr¡mintainer groups f rom the Reserve.
s s Linz,
"Ecological Analysis, " p. 1 04.
s6 John L. Shover and John J. Kushma, "Retrieval of rndivid-
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Edgar Borgatta and David Jackson pointed out that Robin-

son's article caused many to hold the mistaken belief that
every interpretation making use of aggregated data was incorrect. They argued that with some careful consideration,
it became evident that: (1) while always suspect,
aggregate data could suggest findings that exist
at the individual levelì Q) tt¡e analvsis of
aqsresate data could be of interest in itsetf (3)
comparison of different levels of aggregation and
individual-Ievel data could provide interesting
findings. sT
The study of

the group is important in hisLorical study
as well as in the social sciences. Glenn Firebaugh outlines
some of the reasons for studying the group as opposed to the
individual.
First, group effects are important in their o!Ín
right; social context no doubt affects human behavior. Second, social scientists must sometimes
rely on aggregate data in studying individuals,
and the advisability of such a practice hinges on
the presence of (rea1 or spurious) group effects.58

ual Data from Àggregate Units of Ànalysis: A Case SÈudy
Using Twentieth Century Urban Voting Data," in The Hisùory. of Àmerican Electoral Behavior, eds. Joel H. Silbey,
Allan G, Bogue, and t{i11iam H. Flanigan, Mathematical Social Science Board Series on QuantitaÈive Studies in History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978), pp.
338-339.

57

58

Edgar F. Borgatta and David J. Jackson, "Aggregate Data
Analysis: An Overview," Socioloqical Methods and Research
7 (May 1979)z 384. Emphasis added.
Glenn Firebaugh, "Assessing Group Effects:
A Comparison
of Two Methodsr" &g!_g.}g$lca.l Methods and Research 7 (t'lay
1979): 384.
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The danger of ecological correlation

should not be regarded

as a deterrent Èo conducting ecological analyses. Rather,
it can be seen as a warning to the historian who attempts to
draw too many individual-level
data.

conclusions from aggregate

ss

Data Collection
The ecological units of the present study are ten Mennonite

polling areas in the I.Iest Reserve. The reasons for selecting these ten are found in the confusion of the many changes
in all other ecological units encountered when one attempts
to relate the boundaries of the West Reserve to a federal
constituency, and related polling districts to ethnic ecology. The boundaries of the federal electoral riding which
contains the West Reserve rrere determined from various maps
and statutes. ft appears from the statutes that the polling
divisions vrere identical in both provincial and federal
elections.6o This does not provide much useful information
59

60

To be sure, there are additional aspects of ecological
analysis which are discussed at length in the literature"
A good collection of articles on the topic is found in
Mattei Dogan and Stein Rokkan, Ouantitative Ecolooical
Analysis in the Social Sciences (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 19691, in which it appears that many writers are
Iess optimistic about overcoming the problems with ecological fallacy than Menzel
The maps can be found in PÀM, Map Section, in several 1ocations. Some of the relevant statutes are Statutes of
Canada, ( 1898 ) , 61 vic. , ch . 14, pp. 79-80 ( s.T76-a*) ;
StaÈutes of Canada (1908), 7-B Edw. 7, ch" 26, pp"
302-303 (s. 9a/ss. 5 and 9) ¡ Statutes of Manitoba, itre
Election Act of Manitoba (1886), 49 vic., ch" 29¡ stF
utes of Manitoba, The Election Act of Manitoba, (1891),
54 Vic. , ch,
27 ¡ Statutes of Manitoba, &. Manitoba
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because provincial election pol1

for elections prior to

boundaries cannot be found

1925.61

It was necessary to gain the most accurate description of
the inhabitants of the riding possible. The locations of
Mennonite and non-Mennonite groups throughout this period
are determinable from census breakdowns, according to religion62 of inhabitants of villages,
towns and rural areas of
the Reserve. In addition, the Manitoba Elections Act63 reguired that the lists of electors for federal elections be
based, in part, orr municipal election lists,
with municipal
electors receiving the federal franchise. The municipal
lists still in existence cover a good part of the reserve.64
An examination of these lists is very useful in arriving at
some conclusions about the ethnic composition of any given

61

62

63

Election Act (1901), 1 Edw. 7, ch. 11¡ and Revised Statutes of Manitoba, The Manitoba Elections Act (1913), 3
Geo. 5, ch. 59. See also the relevant Orders-in-Council,
April g, 1914, including O.C. No. 227W,
1914, o"C. No. 22786, Box 58, pÀM; O.C. No, 23061, June
15, 1914, Box 59, PAM; and O.C. No. 33851, April 27,
1920, Box 86, PAM.
The provincial voters lists
in the Legislative Reading
Room in t,he Provincial Legislature in Winnipeg contain
pol1 boundary descriptions for provincial elections from
1925 past the end of the period covered by this thesis.
Religion was chosen over country of origin because it appears that Mennonites listed various European countries
while they lrere consistent in
as their place of origin,
listing religion as 'Mennonite' after 1895. According to
Census of Canada, 19T_, voI. 1, p. 788, Note 3, Mennonites s¡ere listed as Baptists in 1871 and 1881, and "Other" in 1891.
Statutes of Manitoba, The Elections Act of Manitoba 1891,
54 Vic., ch. 27 (s. 12, 13, 14 and 26').
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area.

Having located ethnic groups within the federal electoral

division, the next step was to compile a set of data which
contained poll-leveI election results for each federal
election. The Reports of. the Chief Electoral Officer of
Canada6s provided the official data.
However, this was often incomplete, especially in the area of poIl locations.
Às a result, it vras necessary to check the election results
in the Free Press66 and the Tribune6T for the results of
each erection to determine where polling stations rrere situated. Thus, a synthesis which combined the official voting
results from the Chief Electoral Officer's Reports, the poIl
locations and polI names from Winnipeg newspapers vras necessary. Two newspapers had to be used for this purpose to
64 The extant voters lists

are, with the exception of the
earliest, held in the Rural Municipality of Rhineland Àrchives. The one list not at the RMRA is for the Municipality of Douglas, 1885. PAM, GR 174, Box 24, File 3,
Unpublished Manitoba Sessional Papers, 1886. The voters'
lists for 1887 for Doug1as, and for 1910 through 1934 for
Rhineland, RMRA, ÀItona, Manitoba.
Gerhard Ens, Rhineland, pp. xi and 253, illustrate the changes in the
boundaries of the Rural Munícipality now known as RhineIand.

65 Canada, Parliament, Sessional PaÞers, 1883, vol. 16, Sessional Paper 77, p. 237¡ 1887, vol. 1i, Sessional paper
538, pp. 275-276i 1891, voI. 16, Sessional paper 27A, pp.
282-283¡ 1897, vol, 13, Sessional Paper 20, pp. 298-300;
1901, vol. 13, Sessional Paper 36, pp. 6-8; 1905, vo1.
14, Sessional Paper 37, pp. 319 and 452-454¡ 1909, voI.
8, Sessional Paper 18, pp. 347-348i 1912, vol. --î7, Sessional Paper 18, pp. 355-356; 1920, vol. 4, Sessional paper 13, p. 235¡ and 1922, vol. 5, Sessional paper 13, p.
358. For elections from 1925 to 1930, see Canada, parliament, Annual Departmental Reports, 1924-25, vol. 7,
"Report of Èhe Chief Electoral Officer, FifLeénth General
E1ection, 1925," p. 364¡ 1925-26, vol . 4, p. 364¡ and
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provide a test for accuracy.

\

The federal and provincial statutes are not entirely
clear on the definition of polling division boundaries. The
federal statutes required that where possible, the same
boundaries were to be used as those established in provincial elections up to and including 1906.68 After 1908, while
voters' lists were to be drawn from provincial lists, county
court justices gained responsibility for establishing polling districts.6s The relevant Manitoba Acts stated only that
electoral divisions were to be divided into polling divisions of two-hundred voters or Iess.7o The details on how
boundaries were to be drawn and what the final polling division boundaries were remains unclear.

1929-30, vol . 4, p. 371. Results of the 1935 General
Election are found in Canada, Parliament, Chief ElectoraI
18th General Election , 19ß, pp.
Of f icers BSport:
440-441

66

.

Manitoba Dailv Free press, 13 July 1882, p. 8; 25 February 1887, p. 1, and 2 March 1887, p" 1¡ 7 March 1891, p.
1¡ 26 June 1896, p. 1i 9 November 1900, p. 2i 19 February
1902, p. 1i 4 November 1904, p. 1, and 9 November 1904,
p. 9; 28 October 1908, p. 5; 29 September 1911, p. 1¡ 18
December 1917, p. 4¡ 7 December 1921, pp. 13-14t 30 October 1925, p. 10; 15 September 1926, p. 8; 29 July 1930,
p. 3; and The Winnipeo Free Press, 15 October 1935, p. 4.

winnipeq Dailv Tribune (winnipeg), 1896-1925; winnipeq
Eveninq Tribune (winnipeg), 1926-1935, with speõlTlã
dates almost identical to those for the Free Press.
Two
cases in which the Tribune was essential Yrere 15 September 1926, p. 6; and 29 JuIy 1930, p. 8.
68 Statutes of Canada, (1898) ¡n Act to Repeal the Electoral
Franchise Act and to further ameqd the Dominion Èfections
&.!., 61 Vic., ch. 14, pp. 79-81 (s. 5 and 7').
67
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The numbers and locations

of polling stations on the West

Reserve varied from election

to election.
However r ten
polling areas were more continuous than the rest, and, coincidentally, were fairly evenly spread out over the ReseFVê.
Five were towns and five were ruraI.
Thus, a reasonable
cross-section of the Reserve population is represented in
the ten polls. These polling areas were analyzed in considerable detail with regard to both federal electoral behaviour and area residents' level of accommodation to secular
society. In summary, the ten polling stations selected for
this analysis were chosen for their relative continuity and
for their varied locations, which provided a good sample of
the various areas of the Reserve"
As has been mentioned, the Mennonites of the West Reserve
nere a heterogeneous group. The two main sub-groups who mi-

grated to Èhe Reserve vrere the Fuerstenland-Old Colony and
the Bergthaler.Tl E. K. Francis describes a line stretching
roughly from PIum Cou1ee in the north to Kronsthal and Grunthal in the south. Generally, settlers east of that line
were Bergthaler and those west of the line were Fuersten-

6s Statutes of Canada, (1908) , Àp Act to Amend the Dominion
ElecÈions Act, 7-8 Edw. 7, crr" zs, pp. m't3'o-(-s.Elã
5 and 9).
70

71

Statutes of Manitoba, (1891), The Elections Àct of Manitoba, 54 Vic., ch. 27,
z5l¡ and (1903), 3 edwlz, ih.
13, pp. 23-24, (s. 5a) .(s.
Francis, Utopia, pp. 80-109, contains a good summary of
thi s.
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land-ord colony.72 rn many respects, the Fuerstenrand-otd
colony group tended to fall near the maintainer end of the
continuum while

the Bergthalers tended to be

more accommo-

dat ing.

rn addition to the anarysis of ten polring stations within the Reserve, erectoraL activity in this area and in the
remainder of the riding h'as also compared at the overalr
aggregate leveI.
For each election, the voter turnout and
percent party preference was determined for all of the porls
in the riding, both on and off the West Reserve. While the
party affiliation of candidates v¡as not listed in the chief
Electoral Officer's reports, newspaper accounts of the
election usually included a description of the party with
which each candidate tras associated. Ballots which had been
cast, but rejected by the returning officer or spoiled by
the voter vrere not included in the calculations.
The statistics

which were produced for the whole elector-

al district and the ten polling areas vrere analyzed for voter turnout (both in actual numbers and as a percentage of
regisÈered voters), Liberar party support, conservative party support and 'other' party support where applicable. Table 3"2 exhibits the resurt on the aggregate level.
Table
3"3 shows the pattern for the ten areas scaled for
7

2 Ibid., pp. 68-70. Among the exceptions are the village
of Rosenfeld, which was mainly Fuerstenrand-oId coloñy
and was rocated east of the line.
Further corroboratioñ
for the existence of this rine can be found in interviews
with Adolf Ens and Jake peters.
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3

.2

VOTER PÀRTICIPÀTION ÀND PREFERENCE IN
SELKIRK/LISGÀR, 1887 1935

AREÀ
ELTGTBLE vorEs pm
vorERS cÀsr CENT
MENNONITE

Federar
Election
1

887

vorER TURNOUT

LIBmÀL
coNsERvÀTM
1

r,Ø43

891

vorER TURNOUT L,4Ø6

LIBERÀL
CoNSERVÀTM
1

896

vorER TURNOUT

LIBER.AL
CoNSERVÀTM

2

,82Ø

L9ØØ

voTER TURNOUT

LIBERÀL
CoNSERVATM

2

,397

L9Ø2

TI,RNØUT 9Ø3
LIBIRÀL
coNsRvÀTIvE
POL. REFORH
voTER

L9ø4

* vorm. TuRNour
LIBERÀL
CoNSRVÀTM

NON-I,IENNO ÀRE.À

vorEs
vorERS CAST

pER
CENT

7 .ø
43.8
56.2

rØ,728

49.6
48.4
51 .6

238 16.9
89 37 .4
149 62.6

14,285

4Ø7
L94
2L3

L4
47
52

.4
.7
.3

t2

786
589
L97

32
?4
25

.8
.9
.1

73
32
41

738 81 . 7
512 69 .4
153 2Ø.7
73
9 .9

ELTGTBLE

2,746

,Ø22

8,822

7

2

3,138

922 7Ø .2
455 49.4
467 5Ø .6

3,Ø37

5

195

65 ,2
44 .4
55 .6

,41ø

736 82.5
4Ø8 49 .4
328 5Ø .6

LIBERÀI
CoNSERVÀTIV

5 ,749
2 ,554

4Ø .4
5ø .8
49 .2

,632 86 . 3
BSg 43.1
L,493 22.5
2 ,28:34 .4

TURNOUT 892
LIBmAt
CoNSRVÀTM
1911

3
,463
,39Ø

4,85
2
2

,683

787 87 .7
522 66.3
265 33 .7

volER TURNOUT 1,313

6,647 46.5
3,136 47 .2
3,511 52.8

3,

897

19ø8
voTER

5 ,322
2 ,576

6

2,

,347 43 .4
1,135 48.4
L ,2L2
51 . 6

2,689 85.?
L ,252
49.8
L ,4g7
5Ø .2
,442
L,2L7
7 ,225
2

8Ø

,4

49.8
5Ø

.2
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Table 3.2
cont'd.

MENNONITE ÀREÀ

Federa.l
El ect i on

ELIGTBLE
VOTMS

t9L7
VOTER

TURNOUT

VOTES
CÀST

351

273

LÀI-TRIM LIBIRÀL

96

UNION

L77

L92L

VOTER TURNOUT

2,332

1,595

PROGRESSIVE
INDEPENDENT

644

L925
VOTER TURNOUT 2,37Ø
PROGRESSIVE
CONSERVÀTIVE

L926
VOTm TURNOUT 2,637

tIB.
1

ELIGIBLE VOTES PM
VOTERS CÀST CENT

77 .8
35 .2
64 .8

4,599

3,67L 79.g
498 13.6
3 ,L73
96.4

68 .4
4Ø.4

7

,4ø7

6, 161 g3 ,2
3, gt_6 61 .9

59.6

9Tø
338

38 .4
37 .I

7

69.3
52.s

8,676

1,823
957
866

CONSERVATIVE

PM
CENT

95r.

572

PROG.

NON-MENNO ÀREÀ

2

,gg7

62.9

47 .5

,345

38.1

4,939 61 . B
,774 55.2
2,L64 43. B
2

6,624 75.3
3,7ØØ 55 .9
2,924 44.r

93Ø

VOTER

LIB.

TURNOUT 4,474

PROG.

CONSERVATIVE
1 935
VOTER

TI'RNOUT 5,653
LIBMÀL
CONSM.VÀTIVE
RECONSTRUCÎ.

Eligible

2,936

65 .6

,45ø
,486

5ø .6

3,25Ø

57 .5

1
1

L,272
1,83ø

148

8

49.4

,743

8,759

39.1
56.3

4.6

Voters is taken as average of

LgØz

and

19Ø8

,2]-6 g2 .5
3 ,7L2
51 .4
3,5ø4 48.6

7

,943
,7Ø1
2,623
619
6
3

79 .3
53. 3
37 .8

8.9
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Table 3.3

Participation ¿nd Preference in the
Ten Predominantly Hennonite polling Areas,
Selkirk/Lisgåri 1887 - l9JS.
El

ecti

Year

ta87

on

PoLLIN6

ELIGIBLE

VOTERS

AREA

6retna
tona

na

Al

lli nkl er

6len Cross (2-5t

Schanzenfetd (2-4)

Twp. 2, Range 2 (2-2)
Haskett/Reinland (1-4)
Rosenheio/Horndean (S-2)
TOTALS:

1g9l

Gretna
Al

tona

158

7

4.4

ne

ne
nà

nå
ne

5.ø

n¿¡

6len Cross (2-S)

ll¡skett/Reinland ( l-4)
Rosenhei m/Horndean

(J-2)

TOTALS:

Gretna

Altona

n¿r

na

J

2
6

173

53

3ø.6

l4

59

T2A

t2ø

12.93

2ø3

nå

52
62
ne
19
nà
57
15
19
t2
nå

t276

234

18.53

182

39.6

4B

r8.7

3ø

nà

72
46
??
46
t3ø
nå
2ø
tø
tt
nå

195ø

357

18.3ø

151
181

tó9

t72

2t2

Schanzenfeld (2-4)
Trp. 2, Range 2 (2-Zl
ll,askett/Reinlancl ( t-4)

267

TOTALS:

2
nå
na
4

4n

Rosenhei n/Horndean (3-2)

na

7.t

linkler

6len Cross (2-5)

t7
ne
na

7

t69

Plum Coulee

ne

Lø

246

Rosenfeld

na
na

na
26
nå

VOTE

141

n¿t

Schanzen{eld (2-4)
Tug. 2, Range Z (2-Z)

nà
15. ó

VOTE

t4ø

2ø2

¡{i nk I er

1896

na
na

198
n¡l

Rosenfel d
Plur¡ Coulee

CONS. LIB.

PER

CENT

nà
43
na
na

3tó

Rosen{el d
Plunr Coulee

VOTES
CAST

na
L74

27t

ó9

25.6
31.3

3l

27

59

n¿r

ne

3
na

9.4

14

na

na

37.7

27

ne
3ø

7.2

5

I

3

7.ø

1ó
4

I

nà

na

ne

147

A7

tt.z

24

tó

2t.7

ll

r1

23

3ø.3

52

23
78
na

13.ø

nå

na

7.5
5.7

I

7

4.

1

6

na

nå

na

t8ó

t7',

11

3

3B

Table 3.3 cont'dEI

ect i on

Year
t9øø

FOLL I N6
AREA

ELIGIBLE
Vf,TERS

Gretna

2,

Range

2

(2-2)

135

r65

r37
123
59
93
134
na
27
t7
na
27

83.ø
82.ø

48
7
18

ttø

TOTALS:

6retna
tona
Rosenfeld
Plu¡r Coulee

143

Al

tsø

l{inkler
6len Cross (2-5)

7ø
118
155
na

Schanzenfeld (2-4)
Tnp. 2, Range 2 (2-2)
Haskett/Reinland (l-4)
Rosenhei¡n/Horndean (5-21
TOTALS:

Gretna
Al

tona

Rosenfel d

Plu¡r Coulee
lli nkl er

SchanEen{eld (2-41
Twp. 2, Range 2 (2-2)

Haskett/Reinland (l-4)

Rosenheirn/Horndean (3-2)
TOTALS:

_Gretna
Al tona

Rosen{eld

Plu¡

t

45
22
na
26
751

6t7

194
94
54

15ó
79
43
94
1t4
44
26
14
nå
æ

t24

6len Cross (2-5)

l9øA

3A.47

191

Rosenhei¡r/Horndean (3-2)

l9ø4 tt

6?6

tæ

Haskett/Reinland (l-4)

19ø2

t627

244

Glen Cross (2-5)
Schanzenfeld (2-4)
Twp.

34.5

t3t

2t9

lJinkler

13ø
74
43
1S

nå
59

l{i nkl er

Hàskett/Reinland (l-4)

Rosenhein/Horndean (3-2)
TOTALS:

58. I
15.2
17.3

4.?

84.3
78.8
8ó.5
na

&.ø

I

3ø
na
L2

77.3
ne
ne
82.

t5

8ø.4
a4.ø

79.6
75.8
A7.7

59.5
6ø.5

77.8
ne

49.2

ø

na
ø

5ø

51

t2ø
42

49t

845
lø6
41
58
tø2
na
15ø
t6
ne
27ø

125 449
5ó tøø
32
47
tø
33
38
5é
22
9?
õa
t25
41ø
na
na
ó23

75.82

t9t

4ø8

175
164

77.7
86.ó
75.5
73.4
89.1

3ø

8ó
63

57
43

na

n¡¡

n¿t

nå

na
nà

13ó
142
4ø
tø2
155
nå
nå
na
na
nà

7ø3

575

er.só

t74
nå
na
na

79

2.

18
45

tt2

nå

nà

nå

ne
nå

na
ne
nå
na
na

251

324

nå

POL.
REFORI1

75

599

139

GIen Cross (2-5)
Schanzenfeld (2-4)
Tnp. 2, Range 2 (2-2)

48
72
568
2ø
13
19
326
4t5
ø7
137

54.1

5ø.3
55.7
32.4
54.5

79ø

JJ

Coulee

coNs. LI8.
VOTE VOTE

tlø

193

Rosenfel d
Plum Coulee

PER

CENT

98
97
73
7t
133
6t
29
19
7
58

t81

Al tona

VOTES

CAST

tø
ø

27
2
na

I
ne

4s

39

Table 3.3 cont'd.
El ect i on

POLLIN6

Year

AREA

19r

I

ELIGIBLE VOTES
VOTERS CAST

6retna

Altona
Rosenfel

d

Plun Coulee
lli nkl er
6len Cross (2-5)
Schan¡en{eId (2-4)

2,

fw,p.

Range

2

(2-2)

Haskett/Reinland ( 1-4)
Rosenheim/Horndean (3-2)
TOTALS:

El

ecti

on

Year

t9t7

AREA

6retna

Range

2

(2-2)

Haskett/Reinlend

(

l-4)

Rosenhein/Horndean (3-2)
TOTALS:

ection

Year

t92t

228

t6ø

76

6retna

âltona
Rosen{el d

Plurn Coulee

na

ne
ne
nâ
ne

nà
nå
nå
nð

tø79

756

nå
nå

nå

45
nå
na
na
nå

251

6ø

t2
t4
28
49

3l
na
na
na

na
194

365

269

?6ø

t6ó

t9ø

tø7
r23
225

æ3

Iinkl er

Glen Cross (2-5)
Schanzenfeld (2-4)

Trp. 2, Range 2 (2-2)
Haskett/Reinland ( l-4)

Rosenheim/Horndean (3-2)
TOTALS:

75.2
ó3.9
7ø.?
6ø.2

ELI6IBLE VOTES
VOTERS CAST

POLLING
AREA

73.ø
77.ø

7t

It8

64

Cross (2-51

Schanzenfeld (2-4)

El

147

tøt

23
35

Plun Coulee
l{i nkl er

2,

23ø

t2

Rosenfeld

Twp.

,64

72

tona

6len

138

ELIGIBLE VI]TES
VOTERS CAST

POLLING

Al

189
1LJ

PER

CENT

288
332

7ø.ø6
PER
CENT

83.3
løø.ø
6ø.9
8ø.ø

76.6
ó8.9
nà
nå
nå
ne

77.?9
PER
CENT

73.7
63.8
56.3
54.7
78. I

267
na
na

8ø.4

154

44

t25

79

28.6
ó3.2

193?

t2aø

66.øt

ne

ne

na
na

CONS. LIB.

VOTE
7t
92
??

73
66

VOTE

67
72
43
74
94

42

n

nå
na
ne
nå

na
na
nå
nå

377
UNION

VOTE
46
7

tl

t5

11

26
na
nå

379

LAURIER

LIBERAL
14

5
3

t5
37
5

na

na

na
na

nå

nà

117

77

CONS.

VOTE

nå
na
nå
nå
na
nå
nà
na
nå
na

PRO6.

INDFT.

VOTE

VOTE

52
36

2t7
t3ø

5ø

57
92

31
S2

136

nå
nå

143
131

45

ne
ne
26
34

43ø

Biø

18

""S,

I

40

Table 3.3 cont'd.

Election
Year

1925

ELI6IBLE
VOTERS

F0LLING
AREA

218

118

tøø

115

4t.7

79

36

Rosen{el d

135

54

4ø.ø

/L

'r1q
s52

17ø

75.6
33.7

133

6len Cross (2-5)

m7

nå

ne

2

nå
nå

32
nå
nå
82

nk I

T¡¡p.

er

2,

Range

(2-2)

Rosenheim/Horndean (3-2)
TOTALS:

atl

191

237ø

ELIGIBLE
v0lERs

POLLING
AREA

VOTE

1725

73.ø9

839

88ó

1?5

åø5

589

Rosen{el d
Plum Coulee
l{i nk I er

363

TOTALS:

LIB-PROG.

236ø

Altona

(2-2)
Haskett/Reinlànd (1-4)
Rosenheirn/Horndean (3-2)

CONS.
VOTE

l17

Gretna

2

PER
CENT

338

t35

462

Range

57?

137

tli nkl er

Txp. 2,

VOTES
CAST

38.39

12
18

32ø

357

Glen Cross (2-5)
SchanzenleId (2-4)

9tø

27.7

na
7ø
35

nËt

2?.ø

tø
na
na

nå
ne
nå

Rosen{el d
Plun Coulee

TOTALS:

q?

94

.,2

43ø
ne
nå
nå

4øA
187

Glen Cross (2-5)
Schanzenfeld (2-4)
Tnp. 2, Range ? (2-2)
Haskett/Reinland (1-4)
Rosenheim/Horndean (3-2)

t86

az
37
92

óó.3
76.5
81.3
7 t.4
93.1
na
na
ne
42.?
85.4

489

Eretna
tona

Al

193ø

VOTE

4t2

Haskett/Reinland (l-4)

t926

PRO6.

276

Schanzenleld (2-4)

ection

tão

CONS.
VI]TE

Eretna
tona

lli

Year

PER
CENT

Al

Plum Eoulee

El

VOTES
CAST

5ó9
929
295
nð
na

658
261
4?49

324
312
tq?

379

sst
273
4t2
58ø
2t2
na
na
429
t74
28tø

179

145

15?

t6ø

ó8

84

163
141

a')
249

nä
na
na
74

na
na
na

62

JJ

61

62.6

1S4

59.ó
73.2
72.4

t9ø

tél

125

ã9

15ø

62.4

2tø

37ø

7t.9
na
na

67.2
66.7

6ó.13

tøt

r53
111

ne

nå

ne
222
114

ne
2ø7
6ø

t4ø5

l4ø7

i

4T

Table 3.3 cont'd.

Election
Year

1935

ELIGIELE VOTES
VOTERS CAST

POLLING
AREA

Eretna
tona

674

Al

óó1

Rosenfel d
Plun Coulee
ldi

n

433

743

kl er

I 188

6len Cross (2-S)

Schanzenfeld (2-4)
Twp. 2. Range 2 (2-2)

Haskett/Reinlenct ( t-4)

Rosenheim/Horndean (J-Z)

362
na
na

8ó9
413

5343

4ø8
4tø
294
375
726
263
na
na
431
243

PEF
CENT

óø.5
62.ø
67.?
5ø.5
61.1

72.7
na
na

49.6
58.8

CONS. LI8.

voTE voTq
195
267
t66
261
353
13ó
ne
na
225
156

t87
tø3

?6
38

t24

4
19
3ø
2

95
343
125
na
na

nà
ne

185

2t

83

3t5ø 58.95
1759 t247
t One nore voter than the number eligible to vote voted in this poll.
tl As the number of etigible yoters is not available, an interpolation
was ¡¡ade based on an average {rom the previous and {ollowing electÍons
for each poll.
TOTALS:

RECON.

vorE

145

42

Èhe Mennonite Factor.

As in any quantitative study of historical data, problems
exist, which while not insurmountable, must be recognized
and addressed" In this project, while the difficulties

not seem to invalidate the findings,
qualification of the conclusions.

they did force

did
some

It is

inpossible to be absolutely certain of the exact
geographic area encompassed by each poll in the ten cases
due to the uncertainty over poll boundary descriptions. One
can surmise that since po1ls varied both in number and location from one election to the next, polI boundaries changed
as well" Àlso, because complete voter lists could not be
found, one cannot be sure that the ecological unit under
study is continuousrT3 nor can we know that alL who were legally eligible to vote were registered to do so.
It is also impossible to determine the percentage of registered voters on the West Reserve who were Mennonite, except by interpolation between census enumerations.T4 Thus
the ten polls chosen as case studies may not encompass exactly the same geographical area in each election and obviously do not describe an identical population from 1887 to
193s"

73 Linz, "EcologicaI Analysis," pp. 102-103 discusses conti-

nuity of data in ecological studies.
7 4 The municipal voters
lists discussed above do provide
considerable evidence to suggest that Mennonites were
well-represented on the lists of eligible voters.
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Sti11, in the aggregate, in the comparisons between West
Reserve electoral behaviour and non-Reserve voting, one can
be reasonably certain of the data's validity.
The West Reserve population consisted primarily of Mennonites, according to census figures and documentary evidence.Ts At times,
Mennonites made up almost half the population of the federar
riding of Lisgar,76 and the predominantly Mennonite rocalities are identifiable from the census. Thus, if changes occured in the relationship between voter turnout in the Reserve areas and voter turnout in the rest of the riding, the
changes would be due to Mennonite behaviour, all else remaining egual.
The same should also hold true for party
preference.
The high percent,age of

Mennonites in

the area suggest
that vre are, in fact, looking at erectoral statistics which
include a significant percentage of Mennonites, despite the
lack of precise poll boundary descriptions and complete votersî lists for the ten polling areas studied.
If one remembers that this is a study of trends among
various SIISE, the problems with poIl boundary descriptions
and voters lists is less significant than it wourd be if the
7s Epp, Mennonites in Canada: Separate PeoÞle, pp. 227-228i
Ens, Rhineland, numerous pagesi and Canada, Parliament,
Census of Canada, 1880-81, vol. 1, pp. 196-199; 1891,
vol. 1, pp. 226-231¡ 1901, vol. 1, pp. 156-157; 1911,
vol. 2, pp. 14-15 and pp. 148-149¡ 1921, vol. 1, pp.
706-707¡ 1931, vol. 2, pp. 526-527 and pp. 638-639.
7 6 rbid.
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emphasis v¡ere on following the behaviour of individuals.

It

obviously be ideal Èo have individual level data, however, in the absence of those data, the material that is
available contains sufficient information to support some
meaningful conclusions, particularly concerning a possible
relationship between ethnicity and voting behaviour.
wouLd

AIl the important differences between Mennonites and nonMennonites in Lisgar are functions of religion and/or ethnicity--that is, the differences can be attributed to the
fact that Mennonites are Mennonite and non-Mennonit.es are
not Mennonite. As an example, in the case of the Mennonites, land holding patterns in the period under study are
often a function of ethnicityr
âs are civic Aovernment
structure and language. Therefore, attributing differences
in electoral behaviour between the Reserve and non-Reserve
voters to something like language is much the same as attributing the differences to the presence of MennoniÈes on
the Reserve. An observed correlation in this and many other
cases might be construed as evidence of a causal relationship, despiÈe the potential dangers of equating correlation
with causation. T 7
It is a premise of this study that because the significant differences between Mennonites and other Lisgar residents have to do mainly with the Mennonite Factor, great im77 H. J. Loether and D.

McTavish, Descriptive Statistics
G.
for Socioloqists: An Introduction (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1974), p, 259.
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portance will

be attached to statistical
correlations.
Farmers have many common concerns, as do residents of torns.
Loether and McTavish claim that in order for a causal interpretation to be put to a correlation,
"one needs to
know...that the association could not be 'explained away' by
other factors."78 Ethnicity appears to have been the only
significant difference between Mennonites and their neighbours in Lisgar. "Other factors" do not really arise in this
study. Àdditionally, it should be remembered that this thesis examines whether Mennonites voted and how they voted.
It is not an attempt to prove, 'through the use of guantitative evidence, why Mennonites voted or why they voted as
they did.
ST'MMARY

are pursued. One determined changes in the Mennonite Factor for ten West Reserve polling areasr using a
Two knowledgeable historians
"panel of experts" approach,
were asked to scale ten polling areas on the West Reserve in
terms of the tendency of residents of those areas to maintain traditional values or accommodate to secular society,
over the period from 1887 to 1935. When those historians
assigned numerical values to the ten polls,
results were
similar enough to illustrate their validity.
The ten polling areas chosen for detailed analysis were the most continuous and represent a mix of rural and town locations.
Two methods

7I rbid.
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The other method was to construct a numerical series documenting participation

and preference of the entire riding
All Reserve (Mennonite) polls lvere com-

to 1935.
pared with all non-Reserve (non-Mennonite) polls in the riding for each federal election during the period, with voter
turnout and party preference as the variables under study,
Newspapers provided data for determining pol1 names and 1ocations, while the "Reports of the Chief Electoral Offícer"
supplied official election results.
f rom 1887

While the approximate nature of the data derived from
both methods is admittedly less than perfect, the questions
asked of Èhe data are equally general,

Chapter IV
FINDINGS

ELECTORAL PARTI CI PATION

In the early years, Mennonite voter turnout in the West Reserve was negligible. A quick look at the statistics exhibited in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 shows that out of slightly
more than one-thousand eligible voters on the Reserve in
1887, only seventy-three appeared at the polls to cast their
ballots.
This represented only a 7 percent turnout in the
Mennonite area of what r{as then called the Selkirk riding,Ts
as opposed Èo a near 50 percent turnout in the non-Mennonite
areas of Selkirk, where out of nearly eleven-thousand eligib1e voters, well over five-thousand votes vrere cast.
However, by the next election in 1891, the Mennonite area

voter participation had more than doubled, both in actual
numbers and in percent voter turnout, while in the non-Mennonite area, littIe difference y¡as noted. The number of

7s The area which more or less made up Selkirk

in 1887 was
Later called Lisgar. This change occurred between the
elect ions of 1 891 and 896 .
That i s , the name y¡as Selkirk up to and including 1891, and Lisgar from 1896 to
the present. For the sake of clarity, unless referring
specifically to pre-1896 elections, the riding will be
referred to as Lisgar. See the maps in Appendix D.
1
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eligible voters on the Reserve dropped inexplicablyso from
2,820 in 1896, to 2,397 in 1900, and still further to 903 in
1902, rising to 1,313 in 1911. While such a deirease in
voters in the absence of a decrease in overall population
distorts the rising trend in voter turnout when expressed as
a percentage of eligible voters, the actual number of voters
in the West Reserve either remained nearly the same or increased over that period. At the same time, in the non-Reserve parts of Lisgar, the changes in voter turnout were
more haphazard.
The election

of 1917 is a good control for this study.
Mennonites were specifically disenfranchised for various
reasons, principally because of their status as conscientious objectors and their use of the German language.8l
80 the reasons for the drop in the number of eligible voters
are not immediately apparent. Norman Ward does not offer
any clues in The Ca{¡adian House of Commons: Representa-

tion (Toronto: UnivãrsTty of roronto eress, f95¡-), an-A
although the provincial franchise was adopted for federal
elections, the relevant provincial acts do not supply the
ansyrers. See the Statutes of Manitoba, (1900) , 63-64
Vic., ch. 11 (s. e); Statutes of Manitoba, (1901), 1 Edw.
7, ch: 11 (s. 17e)¡ and the Revised Statutes of Manitoba,
(19021, 2 Edw.7, ch. 52 (s. 184/ss. g).
rt is possible
that the necessity of taking a literacy test in some instances kept many non-voters off of the polling lists,
but this is only speculation. It may also be seen as a
measure of political behaviour of Mennonites that so many
v¡ere not registered as voters. However, more research is
necessary before any meaningful conclusions can be
reached.

81

StaÈutes of Canada, (1917'), The I{art ime Elect ions Àct ,
7-8 Geo. 5, ch" 39 (s. 2/ss 1541TT ãñã s. zñg-and
h). For a further description of the disenf ranchisement
and a good discussion on Mennonite nonresistance during
the period of the First World War, see Epp, Mennonites in
Canada, 1786-1920, pp. 371-386.
Also see Francis, ggg.-
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to get on the voters lists r an
the risk of losing their military exemption.
Any person having voted at a dominion election
held subsequent to October seventh nineteen seventeen during present war (sic) shall be held ineligible to apply for or be granted on the applicatíon of another exemption from combaÈant military
or naval service on conscience grounds.s2

Those Mennonites who managed

Voting results for the 1917 election reveal that the number of eligible voters on the Reserve dropped by almost a
thousand, and the number of voters who cast ballots dropped
by about 650. In the non-Reserve po1ls, the number of eligible voters increased by over fifteen-hundred and 1,250
more votes were cast than in the 1911 election.
The enfranchisement of

in the 1921 election is an
imporÈant factor.83 The number of eligible voters on the
West Reserve increased by a thousand over pre-war }evels,
and the number of votes cast increased by more than six-hun-

82

83

rromen

pia, pp" 188-190; Gerhard Ens, Rhineland, pp. 117-123¡
and Epp-Tiessen, AItona, pp. 103-107.
A. L. Haining to Rev. P. J. Epp, quoted by John Vogt Èo
Rev. Benjamin Ewert, Gretna, Nov. 2, 1917. Àlso see The
Wartime Elections Act, 7-B Geo. 5, ch. 39 (s. 2, ss. e)î
Many women had already been enfranchised for the election
of 1917. The Wartime Elections Àct, 7-8 Geo. 5, ch. 39,
(s. 33a),-9avffilrããffi:-oEå
mother, wiáow, sister, daughter of person living or dead serving or having
served in the military forces. Obviously, this did not
apply to Mennonite yromenr âs any Mennonites who served in
the military were excommunicated from the Mennonite
church. The election of 1921 was the first election in
which Mennonite women were legally entitled to vote in
federal elections. See Statutes of Canada (1918) an ¡ct
to Confer the Electoral Franchise Upon Women, 8-9 Gõ.-t
ch. 20.
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dred from 1911. Electoral participation increased in rear
numbers, even though percent voter turnout dropped from 1911
to 1921 by almost two percentage points.
The number of eligibre voters as well as voter turnout
more than doubred over the same period in that area of Lis-

gar not occupied by the Reserve" However, percent voter
turnout onry increased by under three percentage points,
with the result that the difference between the voter turnout on and off the Reserve onry amounted to 4.5 percent from
1911 to 1921,
The election of 1925 is a bit of an anomary in terms of
participation.
The number of eligible voters increased

s1ightly, whire armost seven-hundred less barrots yrere cast
than in the previous election. Thus, voter turnout on the
Reserve dropped by 30 percent, while turnout decreased by
21.4 percent at non-Reserve porrs in Lisgar. For the nonReserve polIs, lhe number of eligible voters also increased
(by about 580) while the number of votes cast dropped by
over twelve-hundred votes.
rt is possibre that similar

factors were responsibre for
keeping such an unusuar amount of voters away from the polling booths on and off the Reserve in that election, because
by 1926, voter turnout increased over the 1921 revers by
nearry three-hundred on the Reserve and by armost five-hundred in the rest of Lisgar. The trend of ever-increasing
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of voters casting their ballots (both on and off the
Reserve in Lisgar) then continued uninterrupted through
1935. Percentage figures tended to fluctuate throughout the
period, but this $¡as often due more to variations in the
number of eligible voters than changes in the number of
numbers

votes cast.

Thus, it is evident that Mennonite participation in the
el-ectoral process at the federar lever in canada gradually
increased on the t{est Reserve from 1887 to 1935. Using 1917
as a control, the amount of Mennonite political involvement
is fairly clear.
PÀRTY PREFERENCE

Considering party preferences, (exhibited in Figures 4.4

and

4'5) it is often difficurt to discern much of a difference
between the Mennonites and the non-Mennonites of Lisgar.
The elections of 1896, 1908,1911,1926 and 1930, hrere especialIy indistinguishable exercises.
In these elections,
party preference differed by no more than 3.4 percent in
(1926) and by as little as four-tenths of one percent (in
1908 and 1911). Àt other times, for example 1887, 4.6 percent separated the Mennonites and non-Mennonites, with 56.2
percent of the Mennonite vote going to the Conservative candidate and 51.6 percent of the vote outside the Reserve in
favour of the Conservative as weIl,
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Voters on and off the Reserve in Lisgar gave their support to the same party for six of the thirteen elections
from 1887 to 1935 in which Mennonites were erigible to cast
ballots; that is, voters in both the Mennonite and non-Mennonite areas voted more than 50 percent in favour of the
Conservative party in 1887, 1891, 1908 and 1911. In 1902,
the Mennonites gave a majority of their vote to the Libera.l
candidate and the non-Mennonite part of the Riding supported
the Liberal candidate with a plurality.
In 1926, the majority of the voter on and off the Reserve, favoured the Liberal Progressive candidate.
Thus, Mennonite areas did not vote remarkably differently
from the non-Mennonite areas of Lisgar, However, Mennonites
appear to have been less loyal than non-Mennonites when it

to supporting a political party. Take as an example
the Liberal partysa vote on the Reserve compared .with the
rest of the riding,
Support for the Liberal party in the
non-Mennonite area of Lisgar varied from 43.1 percent of the
vote in 1902 to 51.9 percent in 1921. This amounts to a
difference of only 18.8 percent of the popular vote.
came

84 In this context,

the Liberal party includes the progressives of 1921 and 1925 and the Liberal progressives of
1926 and 1930" In each of these elections, there was no
official Liberal party candidate, but because the same
candidate ran as a Progressive in 1921 and 1925 and as a
Liberal Progressive in 1926 and 1930, it seems reasonable
to associate the Progressive of 1921 and 1925 with Èhe
Liberal Progressives (who can in turn be associated with
the Liberal party).
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the Reserve, however, support for the Liberal party
fructuated from a low of just over 37 percent in 1891 and
again i'n 1925 (when the candidate ran under the progressive
banner), to a high of 74.9 percent in 1900, a difference of
about 38 percent. This is more than double the popurar vote
variation off of the Reserve. of course, these figures do
not include the election of 1917, when the Mennonites vrere
not allowed to vote, and the Liberal party yras seen by some
as the party opposed to the war effort, thereby alienating a
considerable number of non-pacifist voters in the non-Mennonite areas of Lisgar.85
On

Popular support for the Liberal party on the Reserve vras
within 5 percent of the popular vote in non-Reserve porrs in

Lisgar in six of the thirteen erections from 1Bg7 to 193s
(again excluding 1917). The difference in Liberal support
between Reserve and non-Reserve polls v¡as only four-tenths
of a percent in 1908 and 1911. onry two percentage points
marked the difference between the two in 1930, it lras 3.1
percent in 1896, 3.4 percent in 1926, and 4.6 percent separated Mennonite Liberal support from non-Mennonite Liberal
support in 1887.

85

Laurier and the Liberars were opposed to Borden more on
the question of conscription than over the war. However,
Epp points out in Mennonites in Canada, 17gG-1920, p.
?!
372,- - sórden f eared tñãt trre antFcõñffiptïõn
vote iouid
go against him, and instituted the Wartime Elections Act
to prevent conscientious objectors from voting. Many Anglo-Canadians believed that by opposing conscriplion,
Laurier was abandoning the soldiers alieady ovelseas,
thereby hindering the Allied war effort.

s9

Alr the evidence tends to contradict those who speak of a
traditionar royarty of I{est Reserve Mennonites to the Liberal party. The Mennonites of the west Reserve gave more than
fifty percent of their votes to the Liberal party in only
f ive of the thi rt.een f ederar eLect ions f rom 1 BB7 to 1 935 .
The Liberal vote in 1908 on the Reserve stood at 55.4 percent of the totar Reserve vote and support for the Liberal
Progressive candidaÈe in 1926 rested at a mere 52.s percent
of total Reserve votes cast. This could hardly be termed
strong Liberal party support.
rn only three elections--1900, 1902 and 1904--cou1d the
Mennonites be described as strongry supporting the federal
Liberal party candidate in Lisgar. Even here, the Liberal
share of popurar vote on the Reserve decrined steadiry from
74.9 percent in 1900, to 69.4 percent in lgoz and 66.3 percent in 1904. rt becomes apparent, through careful study of
the electoral results, that non-Mennonites (off of the Reserve) ín Lisgar, supported Èhe Liberar party at the polIs
more than did the Mennonites on the Reserve. rn fact, the
Liberal share of the popular vote off of the Reserve h'as
higher than it was on the Reserve in ten of the thirteen
elections in which Mennonites were eligibre to cast ballots.
1900, 1902 and 1904 were the only erections in which Mennonites supported the Liberars more strongry than did the nonMennonites of Lisgar.
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TEN POLLTNG AREAS

Moving from the questions of Mennonite versus non-Menno-

nite to intra-ethnic issues, the first matter of consideration is the pattern of accommodation and maintenance obtained from the two respondents, Peters and Ens.
The
results of this assessment lrere labelted the Peters Mennonite Factor (p¡'tr) and the Ens Mennonite Factor (el¿r), with
Èhe average of the two being the Average Mennonite Factor
(ewf).86 Interestinglyr
âs was mentioned in the previous
chapter, the differences between the PMF and EMF are usually
slight, in spite of the fact that Ens and peters arrived at
their conclusions independently.
The Frequency Distribution Table of Difference between

and PMF (table 4,1)

illustrates

that in 120 of the 280
decisions about the ten communities at the time of the fourteen elections ¡ ot 42.9 percent of the time, Ens and peters
were in exact agreement locating a community on the seven
point scaIe"87 In 234, or 83.6 percent of the instances,
EMF

86

It should be noted that in the regression analyses carried out on the ten polling areas, the Progressive candídate gras classified as a Liberal in 1921 and "Other party" in 1925. The Liberal-Progressive candidate was
"Other Party" in 1926 and 1930. The "OÈher Party" candidate in 1921 ran as an independent. Even if the progressive and Liberal Progressive candidate is considered as a
Liberal for this analysis, the basic results are the
samg.

87

Note that the four cases in 1887 for which Peters did not
supply a value (Gretna, Plum Coulee, Glen Cross (2-5W)
and Schanzenfeld (2-Aw) ) are treated as though Èhey had
the same value as they did for the following eleclion.

In a later discussion with Peters, he indicated that this
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Table 4.1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION ÎÀBLE
OF DIFFMBrcES EETI{EEN EIII' ÀND

ffercnc e
(EffF-PÎ'tF) Freguency

Di

-38
28
-2
¿18
-1
ø
L2ø
166
2tø
30
101Àt 2æ

Total
2æ

No

PilITT

Diff . lfithin I
L2ø
234
42.9X 83.6t

fithin

97.rX

Difference
Freguency (EttF-PÎ'lÐ Dif f erence Frcquoncy
ø30L2ø
I
I
ll¡t
-3

ro2238
28-238
48
66
L2ø

2

272

Percent
of Tota1 2@
{2 .86t
40.71t
13.578
2.8616

-l
1

ø

I Differcnce betveen EÌ1F rnd PilF i¡ the\)difference betyeon
the value ruggeated by Àdolf En¡ rnd that ruggested by J¡&e Peter¡
for cach of the ten polling rror.8 for ¡rèh of the fourt¡Ên
rlection¡ fron 1887 to 1935, for r totel of 2@ di¡cret¡lunit¡.
the four caaes for vhlch Peter¡ did not ruggrest ¡ valuJ
for 188? are trolted es though thcy had thã g¡ne waluc'
rr thry hed for the folrorring clrction year. (Peter¡ egrreed to thl¡).
.:

:j

nould be acceptable.
The reason he did not supply numbers for those polls is that population in those áréas in
1887 was very limited, if not non-existent.
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the two historians were within a value of one in their assignations. For 272, or 97.1 percent of the total 290 cas€s, the Mennonite Factors of Ens and Peters were within tero
units of each other.
Jake Peters believes that Gretna residents would have
generally been classifiable as fives on the Mennoníte Factor
continuum, êt least until 1935, when he assigned Gretna a
six. Àccording to Ado1f Ens, Gretna is slightly more accommodating than Peters indicates. Ens sees GreÈna as a six on
the continuum throughout the entire period.
There is

no disagreement over the Mennonite Factor for
Altona. Both Ens and Peters assign a value of five to ÀIÈo-

na from 1887 to 193S--tending toward accommodation, but not
too strongly.
Rosenfeld is also an area of limited disagreement between
the two historians.
Ens and Peters assigned identical values to the village for the period from 1887 to 1908. They
think that Rosenfeld area residents were moderates, tending

equally toward maintenance and accommodation. peters, however, sees a slight move toward accommodation becoming evident from 1911 to 1935, whereas Ens does not.
Another slight difference appears in the Ens and peters
Mennonite Factors for Prum coulee. Peters believes Èhat the
Mennonites in and around Prum couree became increasingly accommodating from 1887

to 1935. For Ens, the opposite is the
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case. He sees a very gradual decrease in accommodation,
with a Mennonite Factor value of five before the First World
War becoming a four after the urar. Interestingly, both peters and Ens see Wor1d f.tar I as a time of change for the
world view of Plum Coulee and area residents, though they
disagree on the effects of that tûar on the Mennonite Factor. 8 8
The last of

the railway towns in this group is Winkler"
Here we see the most consistent disagreement between PeÈers
and Ens. Peters assigns a value which indicates strong accommodation until 1935, for which he assigns his only seven
(strongest accommodator). On the other hand, Ens views the
Winkler area as containing moderates and gives a Mennonite
Factor of four to the polling area throughout the period.
polling areas are less in dispute. Ens
and Peters yrere either in complete agreement or differed by
only a value of one on the continuum with the exception of
Haskett/Reinland in Township 1, Range 4 l{est from 1925 to
1935 and Rosenheim/Horndean (3-2w) in 1887, In these two
cases, the Mennonite Factors varied from one to three
points.
The five rural

88 Ens indicates that the Mennonites in and around PIum Coulee became less accommodating after the War. Peters,
however, believes that the yrar brought an increasing tendency to accept the larger society t
ot at least some of

its aspects. Their differences in opinion do not, however, lesult in a statistically signiiicant variation.
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Both assigned Glen cross (2-5w)

a Mennonite Factor of
four until the 1926 election, when peters indicates a sright
move toward accommodation and Ens continues to see only a
moderate four for the area. A similar situation can be
found in the schanzenferd (2-4w) porring area. Ens and peters indicate that the residents of this area are strong
maintainers by assigning it a two untir the lgzs election,
Peters berieves that there is a slight trend toward accommodation at that point, probably due to the emigration of the
strongest maintainers in the region, and consequently assigns a three to schanzenferd for the erections of lgzs to
1 935.
Ens, however, retains the two f or arr er-ect ions of
the period.
Peters and Ens are in complete agreement in the porling
area of Township 2, Range 2 west (2-2w). situated in the

heart of the west Reserve, this porling area is praced at
three on the continuum for the period of 1BB7 to 1891, and
given a value of four for all remaining erections up to and
including 1935.
The consensus is that the Mennonites of
this area vrere generally fairly weak maintainers until 1891,
and moderates from 1896 to the end of the period.
The porling area respresented by Haskett and Reinland
(1-¿w) is populated by strong maintainers. Ens and peters
differ only in their perception of Èhe degree of maintenance, with Peters seeing the Haskett/neinrand Mennonites as
falling in the category of strongest maintainers (one on the
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continuum) and Ens crassing them-as strong maintainers (for
a varue of two). whirs Ens believes that this strong resistance to accommodation continued from 1887 through 193s and
beyond, Peters once again attaches considerabre significance
to the emigration of 1925 and the subseguent immigration of
Mennonites from Russia. Peters indicates that the Russlaender immigration produced significant changes in the degree
of maintenance in the area. He assigns a four to Èhe area
for 1925 and a five for 1926 through 1935.
rn Rosenheim/tlorndean (3-2I^t), the two Mennonite Factors
are again very close" The one important difference between
Èhe two is that whíle Ens' assignations indicate a decrease
in tendency to accommodaÈe, Peters' figures reveal an increase in accommodation in the area" Even here, though, Ens
and Peters only differ by a Mennonite Factor value of one
unit,
and fluctuate from indicating a moderate position
(four) held in the area to a fairly weak accommodator (five)
Mennonite Factor.
The slight differences between the tlro
have been de-emphasized by averaging the results of regression analysis with the Peters Mennonite Factor and the Ens
Mennonite Factor (see Appendix c). This mean is referred to
as the Average Mennonite Factor (eWf ) "
Placing expert opinion on a numericar scare thus verified
points of agreement, and reveared minimum divergence. Even
more important, such a scale facilitates exproration of the
differences between Mennonite groups on the west Reserve,
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the relationship between the Mennonite Factor and voter
turnout, the relationship between Mennonite Factor and party
preference and the strength of those relationships.
The results of the statistical

investigation were mixed.
One hypothesis, the prediction of a positive correlation between the Mennonite Factor and electoral participation was
conf i rmed.

Figure 4.6 shows that, in general, there does appear to
have been a fairly strong relationship bet¡veen the Mennonite
Factor and participation.
The regression coefficients in
Àppendix c show a strong positive correration between accommodation and participation in nearly every election.
The
communities of strong maintainers were consistentry ress
Iikely to exhibit high participation.

the other hand, the hypothesis inherited from the conventional wisdom was not confirmed.
There is no long-term
correlation between ethnicity and party preference when the
two findings are inter-related.
It is evident that maintainers vrere ress rikery Èo vote in federar erections than
were accommodators.
Thus, those who actually voted were
probably nearer the accommodator end of the Mennonite Factor
continuum and it is those accommodators whom vre are measuring in attempting to determine a relationship between degree
of accominodation and party preference. The populations
On
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Figure {.6
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of the data sets for measuring the relationship between Mennonite Factor and participation are thus quite different
from the popurations of the data sets for measuring the relationship between degree of accommodation and party preference. rn fact, one might argue tha! Èhe significant portion
of the Mennonite population which did vote revealed their
similarity to their non-Mennonite neighbours in the rel-aÈively even split in party support over the years.
Several major events must,

however, be discussed for
their relevance to Mennonite behaviour in federal elections
during the period in question. The first world war has arready been mentioned for its significant impact. Mennonitesr âs conscientious objectors and speakers of the German
language, were not allowed to vote in the 1917 federal
election"
According to numerous scholars, this generally did not
create undue hardships for the Mennonites of the Í{est Re-

serve,se Às E. K. Francis points out,

It does not seem that the Mennonites yrere greatly
aroused at the slight; many of them were forbidden
by their church to participate in elections, while
the others probably considered disfranchisement a
fair price for military exemption.eo

89

Gerhard E!?, BÞinelandr
pp.

90

pp.

11

9-123¡ Epp-Tiessen, À1to.-

07; Franc i s, Utopia, p.
E_,
Francis, Utopia, p. 190.
1

03-1
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90.
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Adolf Ens sums up the major effect of the war on the Mennonite community.
WhiIe the Mennonites were dismayed at the outbreak
of war, they did little in the lvay of voicing
thei r ob ject ion to the yrar. They trere f ar more
concerned with maintaining their exemption from
military service and keeping their young people
from voluntarily joining the military service. As
early as 1916 the Bergthaler Church served notice
that any member who volunteered for active service
was automatically excommunicated. s I
They vrere probably relieved that they did not have to make a
decision for or against conscription in the federal erection
of 1917 .s
2

considered almost a function of secular government, which was one reason for Mennonite reluctance to get
involved in the political process, Kauffman and Harder
claim that Mennonites believed that "practically the only
function of the state was to maintain order and, by police
or military force, to defend itself from attack."e3 world
War I was actually beneficial to Mennonites, so long as
their conscientious objector status r¡as allowed to remain
War was

sl Adolf Ens, "Mennonite Relationsr" p. 281, cited by Gerhard Ens, Bþ!g']an¡!., p. 119.
92 The Mennonites were faced with a choice of whether
or not
to support conscripÈion in World War II.
However, many
did not vote in that conscription plebiscite on thè
grounds that conscription would not affect them in any
event due to their status as conscientious objectors.
See H. S. Voth to the Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, 23
Àpril, 1942. MG14, B44t Box 8, File 2, No. 3925, pAM.
For the results of the 1942 ConscripÈion plebiscite, see
the Winnipeq Free &.8g, April 29, 1942.
93 Kauffman and Harder, Anabaptists, p. 150.
Francis, Utopia, calls this an "ever-recurring theme." See also
Adolf Ens, "Mennonite Relations," pp. 6-7 and 137.
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intact, in that the price of wheat more
1914 ro 1918.e4

than doubled from

Ànother important issue was the question of schools.
This is a topic which has been the subject of a good dear of
discussion in Mennonite historiography,ss which wilt not be
duplicated here. Two periods are significanÈ for this
study. The Manitoba Schools euestion of the 1890s represented some difficul-ties for the Mennonites, but Èhe Laurier-Greenway compromise resulted in amendments to the Manitoba school Act in 1897, and allowed bilingual instruction in
schools under certain conditions.s6 E. K. Francis claimed
that
the compromise obviously implied a limited school
autonomy for ethnic minorities on a loca1 leve1. , . "these changes. . . "had their repercussions
upon...ethnic and religious groups, above all the
Mennonites, who at the time were the most important minority
in Manitoba, second only to the
s7
French.

s4 Epp-Tiessen, Altona, p. 107.

ss rt is safe to say that nearry every book written since
worrd l.tar r about the Mennonites of Manitoba incrudes
some discussion of the ramifications of "The Manitoba
schools Question" and the Manitoba Attendance Àct for
Mennonites,
Some of these include, Francis, Utopia, pp"
'! 68-186;
Epp, Mennonites in Canada , 1786:792Ç ÞÞ.
333-362¡ Adolf Ens, "Mennonite nelations," p:147T Gé;hard^Ens, _Bhinel?{rd, pp. 123-126¡ Zacharias, Reinland,
pp. 253-266. This, of course, includes only a sãmpIe of
the vast body of literature on the subject of school legislation as it affected the Mennonites.
s6 Francis, Utopia, p. 170.
sz Ïbid. His discussion on the entire issue is found in pp,
1

69-17

3

"
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However, Gerhard Ens downplays the importance of the Schools

Àct, and claims that
the 1890 School Legislation, which restricted public support to non-sectarian public schools, did
not represent an educational crisis for Mennonites, since they did not expect financial support
for their confessional schools, but only a guarantee of their right to operate their otrn schools aÈ
their own expense. s 8
Federal Liberal popularity surged on the $test Reserve in
1900, 1902 and 1904. However, it is beyond the range of
this discussion to attribute that increase in Liberal sup-

port to any single issue. Countless factors play a role in
determining the vote in any election, and while the LaurierGreenway compromise may have been one variable, it would be
too simplistic to claim that the Federal Liberals were rewarded by the Mennonites for their part in the amendments to
the 1890 School Legislation.
The other salient point for this thesis is the provincial

Attendance Act of 1914, which placed a considerabre burden

on the Mennonites of the West Reserve. In fact,

one would

expect that evidence of Mennonite disenchantment with the
state might be revealed at the poIIs.
Perhaps this nas the
case provincially,

but at the federal level, the evidence is
less conclusive. There realIy appears to have been no najor
change in party preference or voter turnout over the period
in which the Attendance Act y¡as dominant.

e8 Gerhard Ens, Rhineland, p. 76.
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The lack of a definite impact of the Àttendance Act on
Mennonite voting behaviour may be linked to another phenom-

enon--the emigration of the strongest maintainer group to
Mexico and south America, and the nearly concurrent imrnigra-

tion of a much more accommodating group from Russia. According to Gerhard Ens, 3,200 Reinl-aender church members
went to Mexico between 1922 and 1925 and about 1 ,000 sommerfelder Mennonites in Rhinerand also emigrated. This represented about 64 percent of alr Reinraenders in Manitoba and
about 30 percent of the sommerferders.ss At roughly the same
t ime , the f i rst of the 445 f ami l ies who irnmi grated to the
Reserve from Russia arrived.loo The Russraenderr âs the nen
arrivals nere called, are generally believed to have been
much more accommodating to society than were the Reinlaender
and Sommerfelder Mennonites whom they replaced, and
paradoxically, the Russlaender became Canadian in
their hearts sooner than the Kanadier las the
Reserve settlers were knownl, though the
griginal
. Iatter had
a 50-year head start. The Canadiãn ízation of the Russlaender was held up only by their
reluctance
to accept English as a primary lanoI
guage"

1

Epp goes further on this point when he claims that, spea.king

in general terms,

ss Gerhard Ens, Lhinerand, p. 128. The Attendance Act
an important factor in the decision to emigrate.
1o0 Eppr Mennonites

was

in Canada, 1920-1g4or pp. 1gg-209. The
445
of
families
is déiîved from-rab1e 21 on pp.
ligrl"
208-209. This total vras reached by 1937, with the uurr
of the immigrants arriving well before that.
lor rbid., f,). 243.
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for the early Kanadier especially, the Russlaender
too proud, too aggressive, too enthusiastic
about higher education, too anxious to exercise
leadership, g
readv to compromise with the
state, too ready to move to the cities....Às fãr
as the Russlaender were concerned, the Kanadier
were too withdrawn, too simpleminded, too uncuLtured, too weak in their High German because of
their excessive dependence on Low German, too
afraid of school-s and education, and too satisfied
to fo1low traditions,
social or liturgicalrgeneration after generation vrithout modification and change. I o 2
The Kanadier in this case were the more accommodating of the
original group of Mennonites on the Reserver âs the maintainers had generally left.
rdere

À detailed discussion of the differences and similarities
between the Russraender and the Kanadier is beyond the purview of this discussion" However, the replacement of sever-

ar thousand strong maintainers with a large number of more
accommodating Mennonites might be expected to produce some
interesting statistical
resurts in elections. It can be
surmised that the Russraender were more prepared than the
ReinLaender and sommerfeLder emigrants to participate in the
electoral process"
the statistics (see Table 3"2 and Figures
4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) voter turnout in 19ZS dropped significantry from pre-war revers. However, in 1921, percent voter
turnout was not much different than it had been before the
war, and the 1926 and 1930 elections had simirar percent
voter turnouts.
Disaffection with eiÈher the Liberal or
According to

1o2

rbid., pp. 243-244. Emphasis

added,
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conservative parties is difficult

to measure in this criticar period because in 1921 and 1925, a progressive candidate
ran in the prace of a Liberar candidate. No conservative
candidate ran in the 1921 erection, but Robert Rogers ran as
an rndependent. rn 1926, a Liberal Progressive (who had run
as a Progressive in the two previous elections) was opposed
by a Conservative. A similar situation existed in 1930. It
yras not untir 1935 that the riteral party proper nas once
again represented.log
It is apparent Èhat the Mennonites did not generally support the Progressive party. Àn immediate upswing in the
support for the Progressive candidate of 1921 and 1925 is
apparenÈ after he ran under the Liberal Progressive banner,
However, the Liberal party, which had, under William Lyon
Mackenzie King, re-opened the doors to Mennonite immigrants
in 1922, did not even manage to get 40 percent of the popular vote in the Mennonite area of Lisgar in 1935. In fact,
the Liberal candidate vras elected as Mp in spite of , rather
than because of, the Mennonite vote.
The traditional

argument that a grateful

Mennonite con-

stituency voted for the party which had allowed their
"brothers" into the country is thus brought into ques¡iot't.1oa In fact,
the opposite appears to be the case.
103

In most instances in this thesis, the Progressive and
Liberal Progressive candidate was treated as a Liberal,
as the same man ran under both banners over the four
elections

"
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I{hatever factors

responsible for the strong Mennonite
vote for Conservative W. C. Miller, the issue of Liberal
party loyalty does not appear to have been dominant"

1o4

Yrere

Adolf Ens, "Mennonite Retationsr" p. 373, states that
"another generation of Mennonites" would continue to
vote Liberal as a result of this action.

Chapter

V

CONCLUSION

The main prediction of this study has been shown to be part-

Iy correct. A strong positive correlation between the tendency of Mennonites to accommodate to society and to participate electorally
is evident between 1887 and 1 935.
However, the statistical evidence reveals that there was
Iittle or no relationship between that tendency and party
preference. Finally, the notion that West Reserve Mennonites traditionally
supported the Liberal party of Canada
has been disconfirmed for the period prior to 1935.
The indication, clearly,

is that the Mennonite community
on the west Reserve in Manitoba became increasingry similar
to the non-Mennonite community in the riding of Lisgar in
terms of political party preference and participation in
federal elections.
In fact, it is difficult to discern a
consistent pattern of difference between Mennonite and nonMennonite voters.

to the relative similarity in party preference between the two groups, the argument might be made that similar issues affected Mennonites and non-Mennonites alike.
Such an argument depends, however, on individual-level statistical data, and no such evidence is available. The data
Due
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at hand can only suggest the importance of having the missing information because this data has shown rather clearry
that ethnic influences appear to have played a diminishing
role in participation and party support. perhaps this study
can contribute to the strength of arguments like the one
made by David Smith when he claims that the "Canadianization
of the non-English did succeed"r'1os The findings outlined
above also tend to rebut Peterson's argument that ethnic minorities "tended to vote as separate blocs."Io6 The truly
separaÈe Mennonite block identified here was the non-voting
maintainer part of the tlest Reserve population. correration
analysis suggests the ethnic correlation stops there. Accommodation predicts voting, but says little
if anything
about voter preference"
by 1890, church leaders on
the Reserve vrere.only in control of rerigious life. perhaps
the statisticar evidence provided above can be seen as further corroboration of sectarian dominance" credence is also
lent to Àdorf Ens' claim that the Mennonites evolved from a
group strongly opposed to civil
political activity to a society which became fairly politically active.
However, Ens
is arso shown to be incorrect in asserting that Mennonites
John Warkentin asserts that,

10s David

E. Smith, "Grits and Tories on the Prairies," in
Politics in Canada, 4th ed., ed. Hugh G. Thorburn
Partv
(Scarborough: Þientice Ha1l, 1979), p. 275.

Io6 Thomas E. PeÈerson, "Ethnic and C1ass Politics in Manitoba," in Canadian Provincial Politics:
The Party Svstems of t.he Ten Provinces, Znd ed., ed. Martin Robin

ï-toroñToî-pñîtñe-HaïÇ'

1s78,

, p.

å5.
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"would again be Liberal for at least another generationo't107

Thus, the importance of statisticar verification of assumptions has been illustrated.
Quantitative evidence lends
credence to some assertions and reveals the weaknesses of
others. The quaritative nature of Mennonite historiography
can, and shourd be augmented, wherever possibre, vrith verifiable statistical evidence. Fallacies such as the undying
Mennonite support of the Liberar party can thus be raid to
rest, and a more factual hisÈory written.
Juan Linz recognizes the vaLue of ecorogicar data in the

study of factors that determine traditionarism.loB rhe Mennonites of Manitoba provide a usefur example of how group
erectorar data can revear a decrine in traditionar practices. Through a careful analysis of that data, the v¡ay is
paved for some useful studies of Mennonite assimiration or
accommodation as weII as of ethnic cohesiveness.
The use of quantitative methods in areas of historiography which are traditionally qualitative (such as Mennonite

history)
bilities.

can open a whore new worrd of investigative possiThe findings of this thesis raise questions which

must be answered in future studies.

toba Mennonite political

The whole area of Mani-

involvement should be statistically

anaryzed. The results of those analyses courd then provide
07 Adolf Ens, "Mennonite Relations," p. 373.
108
Linz, "EcologicaI Analysisr" p. 101.
1
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factual bases for research into the qualitative factors responsible for the politicization of the Mennonites of Manitoba.

As this thesis illustrates,

commonry herd assumptions can

be shown to be incorrect through thorough statistical study.
À starÈ has been made in the reassessment of Mennonite his-

tory, a reassessment based on verifiabre, sometimes quantitative research, rather than on the perpetuation of comforting myth.

Àppendix

A

INTERVIEW WITH ADOLF ENS

9 December, 1986.

Canadian Mennonite Bible College, Win-

nipeg.
The folrowing is an interview with Adorf Ens, ârì instruc-

tor in MennoniÈe studies at the canadian Mennonite Bibre
college. His ph" D. thesis (ottawa) dears with Manitoba
Mennonite invorvement in municipal politics.
He rived in
Reinrandr on the west Reserve, for many years and his experiences of the area are both academic and personal,
Question¡r'm talking to Dr. Adorf Ens on the 9th of December. rrm rooking at ten potring areas which are fairly
continuous from 1887 to 1935. They are Gretna, Altona, Ro-

senferd,

coulee, winkrer, Glen cross, schanzenfeld,
Township 2-Range 2, Haskett/Reinland and Rosenheim/uorndean.
r don't know the exact boundaries of these porrs, but r want
to characterize the towns or villages and the surrounding
area as clearly as possible, and arrive at a working definitíon for the variability of Mennonite small 'c' conservatism
in Èerms of Èhe Mennonite attitudes to canadian society.
For each porr described for every election, it would be good
to have it described in terms of Èhe residents' tendencies
to 'maintain' or their tendency to 'accommodate' to canadian
Prum
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society. I have come up yrith a continuum, with numbers from
one to seven, with 'one' indicating that an area's residents
Èend to be strong maintainers, and 'seven' indicating a
strong tendency toward accommodation. The first guestion r
wourd like to ask is how you understand the terms 'maintainer' and 'accommodator' in this context.
Answer: I take it you're basically trying to get away from
'conservative' and 'something else' .
Question: That's right, the more value-laden terms.
Ànsy¡er: well, accommodators would be those who attempt to
fit in with mainstream canadian society as rapidry as the
inertia of the group settlement will allow" That means that
they would, for example, be very open to having their children acquire Engrish as a usable language. That they would
be relatively free about accommodating in railroad towns for
peopre there
example, even having their children go there.
wourd be more ready to consider the possibirity of vocations
other than farming for their children. There wourd be a
tendency to, if not to want to move on[to] your individual
homestead, then at least, not to insist that only the traditionar communal--semi-communal--life of a virlage would be
acceptable. There would probabry be some rerigious factors
involved in that too, but, I think--on maintainers, f can
say that more strongly--that the maintainers would be far
more committed to having c'hurch leadership determine what

8?

kinds of things in canadian society are acceptable, and what
kinds of things are not. so that, they wourd be ress inclined to ¡vant to make independent judgements about what
kind of school our children should go to, or whether we
should part ic ipate in mun ic ipat of f ice , o! rvhether yre should
have commerce with the tonns or not. That sort of thing.
And I think that is...r wourd say that is a key lray of sorting that out. Less in personal attitude than in the wilringness to let the church as a community make the decision.
Q:

Sort of an institutional ...?

In a wãy, institutional, but it is very strongly personal.
In the early years, t.he group...the Reinlaenaer/Otd
corony church wourd be the strongest perhaps on the accommodat...I mean on the maintainer side. And there, it is certainly until 1905 very strongry, the person of Bishop Johann
wiebe, who it seems, was in many ways a statesman and v¡ho
had, for a good part of that time¡ â civil counterpart in
Isaak Mueller, who seemed to share his ideals,
And, in a
way it is institution,
but in a lray it is realry the strong
personalities of Wiebe and Mueller.
A:

Q:

Ànd I guess we'Il see later on what areas those men had

an effect.

okayr so that's for the maintainers and accommodaÈors. Then, in your opinion, what criteria wourd one use
in assigning the polting stations that r've mentioned...what
criteria would you use in determining their values along
that continuum, from 1-7?
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A: Obviously, with my definition or fiy, sort of saying how
they come to be maintainers or accommodators, I would rook
first of arr at which is the dominant church in that area.
You cannot say this brock here is exclusivery Bergtharer,
this is sommerfelder. rt's an interspersed area. But you
can find an area which is predominantly Reinlaender or ord
Colony, and then you can find an area which is strongly
mixed after 1895, (Iet's say) Sommerfelder and Bergthaler,
And, within that mixed area, you ¡vourd then have vilrages
which are strongry sommerferder and virrages which are
strongly Bergthaler. So that would be one criterion.
the integrity of the vilIage" Whether a certain...a large number of people have moved out
onIto] their individual homestead or not.
Second one woul,d be

À third one would be when the public school came in.
whether it came in before the compulsory schoors lrere introduced in 1919-1920 or whether they had voluntariry chosen to
have a public schoor ahead of time. And then, there again

you wourd need to split up those communities in which part
of a community brought in...voted in a public school, part

of the community maintained a privaÈe school, where you'd
have the division of it. And that again one can find fairry
easily by l-ooking at the dates of introduction of pubric
schools

"
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The relationship

to the commercial towns, the railway
towns that you have mentioned, r think is an important indicator. How strongly distánce v¡as mainÈained from them and
whether you courd have a congregation meeting in the town.
The Reinlaender/Ota Colony would never have a congregaÈ ion
in Winkler or Altonar or one of those places at all.
r suspect that one could find more individuarized things
in the speed with which peopre r¡ent to non-traditional farming, but r don't know how you can do that for communities,
My guess is that the people who experimented with new crops
tdere more accommodating than the ones who did the traditional wheat, oats, barley rotation, maybe with flax thrown
in...or the earliness ¡sith which they switched technology.

Q: courd you then assign numericar varues to or characteríze the ports r've chosen, in terms of their maintaining and
accommodat ing?

A: Well, there might be a couple of other things.."how they
sing in church" As you know, one of the issues was whether
four-part harmony singing was okay, and whether noÈ. And,
another one v¡ould be, the mode of transportation--whether
bicycres were permitted or whether you could have a top-buggy or not, and whether you courd have belrs on the horses'
harnesses, things like that" rnteresting things, but again,
I don't know the criteria for that.
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Okayf on the rating of these lpolling] stations, if we
begin with the list's one to five, that is, the railroad
towns, I have the feeling that prum coulee was probabry the
one with the highest percent,age of non-Mennonite peopre living in it.
I may be wrong in that, but r suspect it v¡as.
And, that, therefore it had the greatest diversity.
But
generarry, Èhese five wourd be...the peopre riving in them,
the Mennonites living in them would be strongest on the accommodator side.
rn fact,
the Reinlaender church forbade
people moving into these towns.
Q: What period are we talking about here?
À: up to 1922, when they started emigrating" so that covers up Èo there" Àfter that, the Reinraender church...by
1925 it was deemed not to exist.
Arthough there were about
a third of the members of the Reinlaender lChurch] stayed
behind, but they were then left to their own decisions with
respect to accommodating"
on the other extreme then, the most solidry non-accommodating...what do we calr them?...retainer (there it is)
woul-d be in that brock--townships one and two, ranges three
and four--that

is the block that includes Haskett/Reinrand
and up Èo Rosenort. This block here lrefers to mapJ just
south of Winkler, pLus, probably 2-1 , Township 1 , Range 2,
which includes Brumenhof and Blumenort. Because that is essentially, the Reinlaender Ichurch] territory and if you
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look on the introduction of compursory public schools, that
is the area that really, for the most part, did not opt to
take them at a1l.
Q: So that area would have tended, then,
tainer side?

A:

toward the main-

sÈrongry,..fairry strongly...there nere
breaks into that. As you know, a number of the villages had
stronger sections of peopre who joined the Bergthaler
church, and later on the sommerfelder Ichurch], incruding
all the vray into the village of Reinland.
They wourd have

Glen Cross, that's a polling sÈation there, Itownship]
you
2-5, that's just on the western fringe.
Itrs not..".
have the vicinity

of Morden, you have, in a wây, the
'fringe' people there. And, from my recollection, that community woul-d have been a quite mixed one. on the one hand,
you have the people who are on the fringe, and who therefore
are, sort of individualists and who interact with peopre who
are beyond the Mennonite communiÈy. on the other handr you
have some very conservative people there,
so r'm not sure
how you would characterize that one.
If I had Èo vote, I
would go for a 4, not knowing"".. Because you have a mixed
batch on....
But that is, as you know, Iater orì, af ter 1 936 that yras
the site of one of the EMMC or Rudnerweide churches. so
that, the sommerfelder peopre who vrere there nere open to
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the

more accommodating thing that came along with the
(i hope you edit this stuff so it
Rudnerweide revival.
doesn't sound as bad as it is--referring to doors banging in
much

background).

Are there any particular areas...the
Q: No, this is fine.
Reinrand area you mentioned earlier,
for exampre, strong
leadership of Mueller and Wiebe?

A: Yeah, that would extend...like Mueller lived in Neuhorst, his successors, the RempeIs, Iived in Blumenort, but
they were much more open to accommodation. one of the Rempel guys v¡as his successor for a while. And then, Froese,
and Froese lived in Reinland.
The Bishops, through 1911,
lived in Rosengart--Johann wiebe and then his son peter
wiebe--and then their successor Johann Friesen rived in Neuhorst. So that's just slightly north. But it's alt. . " I
mean in Neuenburg, not Neuhorst. . . that' s all
within that
Reinland/Haskett vicinity.
That lras sort of the heartrand
of Èhe Old Colony and the Reinlaender Church.
Q: There was a strong
tional Iifestyte?
A:

tendency towards maintaining tradi-

Quite strong. In fact, the land holding pattern--that
might be another one that one could look at--you know, the
Mennonites in the 1870s constructed these vilrages and took
up homestead patent on individual quarter sections, but the
land was in fact divided in strips in the Russian pattern,
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and was operated that !{ay.

That was maintained well past

the 1920s in those areas. The pattern of rocal village government by schurt and so forth, that continued well into the
1940s in some of those vilrages.
r mean, long after the
main group of maintainers had gone to Mexico, and relativery
new people had come in from Russia in the 1920s. That was
ma

Q:

inta i ned.

In which villages would this have been?

A: r know for sure in Reinrand and in Neuenburg, probably
in Schoenwiese, that these patterns yrere perpetuated. I
think in Reinland, you know these rains (sp?) that ¡rere down
between t.he strips [of land], they were plowed down in 1936
or thereabout. They wourd have been in fairry high because
people had always left a strip between their Ifields] and
the dust wourd erode from the field(?) and you had to plow
them down once you wanted to farm a quarter-section as one
piece" That's a reratively rate development. r think there
was a lot of momentum there to maintain, even after the advocates of maintenance had gone to Mexico.
Q: A sort of inertia.

..?

A: rt may have been that the Mennonites who came there from
Russia, that would go all the way from Blumenort through to
osÈerwick/uochferd on the west. They came mostly from a
daughter corony of the ord corony in Russia, Baratoch and
Schlachtien (sp?)" So they were, in Russia, they vrere vil-
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lagers. They had presumably been of the poorer people, because those daughter colonies nere founded in the 1870s.
And so, they had not participated in all of the industrialization and, you know, the schoor advances and so on and so
forth, in Russia. As over against the people, for example,
who came in the 1920s, to the whitewater/aoissevain area.
Those were Morotschna peopre who had, in many ways, accommodated much more in Russia already.
Q: What about the M.
the Winkler area?

B.

lMennonite Brethren] influence in

A: Yes. The M. B. influence, and later on...well, you go
to 1935, yeah, okayr so you don't yrorry about that 1936
thing. The 1936 Rudnerweide revivar is important in that, r
think it indicates areas where there lras an openness for it
to happen. And so, the fact that Reinfeld, and Hoffnungsferd--Reinferd particurarry, and Gren cross and those areas--were open to revival, I think it suggests already, a
softness there of the maintainer attitude, in the 1930s.
The M. B.

influence would be north of winkler more than
south of winkler.
r mean, from Burwalde and then into the
Hoffnungsfeld area, buÈ, I think, largely in that northern
area" And, it's hard to say whether the M. B.s found an
openness there, because those people vrere already marginar,
You know, that Morden infruence. or whether there were some
family connections..,. You might find it usefur to rook at
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Arne Neufeld's M. A. thesis, if you haven,t done sor on the

origin of the M. B. church in that Burwalde area. I don't
know whether he's done the genealogical work, you know, to
find out why it caught hold there and didn't in the heartland of the Mennonite community. But the M. B.s were among
the first to be willing to have a congregation located in
town t ot a church building located in town.
Q:

When

lras that?

frm sure, just after the turn of the century, But, at
one point when they moved it from Burwalde, you know, they
courdn't quite agree on it, so they moved the church buirding to within two mires of winkrer. But you couldn't quite
move it in, because it still wasn't...the time wasn't right
for it yet. But, with respect to public school accommodation, they Ìrere right there. But that's also...I mean, the
sommerfelder group r¡ere in'fact
initiators in this society,
which attempted to ensure that there would be teaching of
German and rerigion in the public schools. They took that
initiative.
And, the Sommerfetder were, by 1926, the main
supporting body of the MEI lMennonite gducational Institute]
in Altona. so, r have at least revised my attitude about
the sommerferder as being such strong maintainers, because r
think in many respects, they were--certainly from 190S,
maybe from 1903 onward--quite witting to accommodate in certain areas as wel1"

A:

Q: Around where would you find that kind of attitude?
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À:

In the area east and west of ÀItona¡
probably to Horndean, maybe plum Coulee.
Q:

running around

Following the periphery of the reserve?

À: wer1, in a wây, but you see, the one area in the sommerf.elder/nergthal area, where the government had to impose
pubric schoor district as sommerfeLd. And r,m not sure, but
that's of course in your lTownshipJ 1-s, r mean lTownship]
1-1 East, which you're not looking at"
But, that was
ê...that appears, êt least by that criterion, to have been a
pretty strong maintainer comrnunity. But in the other
schoors east and west of altona/Gretna, they voted fairly
early to found public schools.
And while they temporarily
withdrew when the pressure came on in 1918, they were very
quickly forced back into the pubric school system. Àndr âs
r say' by the 1920s, they were the main supporters of the
MEr in Altona. And they were the foundersr oF the initiators of that school commission.
They trere in with the
Bergttral and M. B. peopre on all of the representations to
the government. They were really fairly sophisticated politically,
in a way which the Reinlaender group steadfastly
maintained non-involvement.
Q:

This was the Sommerfelders?

A:

The Sonmerfelders yrere in with that.
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Q:

Francis mentions a line from, I think it is, plum
to Gretna, roughly?

E. K.

Coul-ee

À: That's supposedly the boundary. I think it pretty weII
is.
But where people settled, who came from Bergthar coloDy, and people who came from Chort ítza/tuerstenland. . . I'm
not sure how much difference that makes. Because Rosenferd
village rÍas an Old Colony village, in that sense" And, in
the area around Bergferd, there were a considerabre number
of the people were arso of old colony background rather than
Bergthal background. so there is a kind of a wedge in that
way which is also not Bergthal, and r don't think that there
are significant differences in their attitudes"
In their attitudes from their neighbours?

Q:

the rest of the Bergthal people. They were, of
course, incorporated in Canada into the Bergthal Church very
early on.
From

A:

Q: And you think that those east of that line tended to be
more accommodating toward Canadian society in general or
not

?

À: No, I don't know that area that
sây, on the school issue they lrere.
Q: More accommodating?

we11.

I think one can
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A: More accommodating than the range 3 [and] 4 btock. At
least up to the middle of the twenties. But, as you know,
you have to look for major changes with the coming of the
new Russian immigrants in the 1920s, and the leaving of substantial numberIs] of, probably, the strongest conservers or
maintainers in the emigration of 1922-26.
Q: You mentioned earlier that the emigration Ito l¿exico]
did not produce as drastic changes as might be expected.
Even with the immigration of the Russlaender, there was
sÈiI1 a tendency towards maintaining traditional,
for example, village patterns.
A: That becomes a mixed bag--the maintainers there. I
t.hink very clearly,
with respect to language change, the
coming of the Russian Mennonites gave a tremendous impetus
to German, the maintenance of German. Because they yrere
more set on it almost than the ones who had been here for
fifty years already. And so, very quickly, you had teachers
in virtualry alr of the schoors in the Mennonite region who
had received teacher training in Russia, conpletely in Ger¡nan, with quickly learnIing] enough English to be able to
teach' But they $rere the ones who nolr maintained the Mennonite public schools.
But that meant that the German language received a neyr lease on life.
They were keen on living in villages,
because they had not yet experienced the
individualist style of North America.
But with respect to
learning English, and broadening the curriculum, and being
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eager to participate

in democracy, r think they were far,
far more ready than the ones who had left.
so, it had this
two-edged thing there.
That's why, after 1922, it's very
hard to gauge your maintainer/accommodator pattern.
Q: Because in some ways they were more maintaining and in
other lrays they Ìrere much more accommodating..,
A:

ExactIy.

Q:

...than the ones they replaced?

A: They v¡ere very keen on maintaining schools that nere
Mennonite. Because in Russia, you know, their pattern stirl
had been very much a closed society, virtually closed society, in which they maintained those schools. But they had
been using the Russian language there for fifty years as the
main language of teaching in the schoors and they saw no
problem with teaching in English over here.
That is, no
problem except that teachers had to learn a neyr language.
But they did that very quickly"
Q: So, when you said that the Mennonites from Russia, in
the later migration, that those Mennonites had stressed the
importance of German, where nas German important? In the
church, in the home...?
À:

Ànd in the school

Q:

And in the school?
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A: Because in the school, the Iaw permitÈed you to teach
religion, half an hour of religion in German, outside of the
9:00 to 3:30r oE whatever. So all of those villages would
have half an hour of German from 8:30 to 9:00 and hatf an
hour of religion, taught in German, from 3:30 to 4:00. And
it's not so much the emphasis on it but on the quality.
These rúere people who had learned German very thoroughly"
So, in that respect I think...as you know, in that respect
they strengthened the "Germanness* r or they perpetuated the
sense of people being German. And as you know, language can
be a boundary maintainer in quite unintended rrays. Some
people can use language deliberately to keep people from understanding things that are on the radio, but you can also
do it where you're very open to the use of English but the
fact that this lras held in high esteem by the leaders of the
community gives your in a way, your sense of identity.
And
I can remember, a young nephew of mine (and it's in very recent times) before he went to school, he would identify himself as a German, which to my, by then somewhat sophisticated ear,
sounded very sÈrange.
I mean I would not call
myself a German.
Q:

The f inal guestion I have then is,

f

rom 1887 to '1935,

there a considerable change in aÈtitude toward Canadian
society in general on the reserve or was there a specific
area where the attitudes changed more radically than others?
was.
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A:

I would guess t.hat in the f ive towns, the change would
have been a gradual one, but a much more extensive one. I
would think that in the village areas, the rural heartland,
that you probably had more marked change at the tirne of the
emigration/immigration, and shortry after the introduction
of public schools throughout the system. One can't separate
those two because they came at the same time, but the introduction of the public school will have made a very, very
significant difference. Because, until the people went to
I'lexico, they really didn't learn civics, or Canadian histoÊy, or anything like that.
So that, the attitude vras still
rnaintained that the Oberschultze or the Obervorsteher is the
one who is the buffer between us and the rest of officialdom, Ànd, the commerce that you do is done through either
Jewish people, who speak Low German, or through Mennonites,
who, while they have fa1len from the 'true faith',
so to
speak, but nevertheless, are stil-I a kind of buffer.
And
that's where you can deliver your grain in the city or buy
your groceries, (or something like that) and in the railroad
towns

"

But I think thaÈ in that heartland, until you had the
first generation who had graduated from the public schoors,
being Èhe shapers of community attitudes,
there shouldn't
have been a fairly significant shift in that.

Q:

When was

that?
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A: well, if they went into the public schoors for the first
time in the early 1920s, they would hit the market beyond
your time period.
Q:

Did you have anything else that you thought might

be

relevant ?

A: I wish you luck in assigning numbers to these things
[polling areasJ, because it really would be very difficult
to do that.
I could, from my vantage point of living in
Reinrand, r could assign a 2 or a 1 Èo Blumenferd and schoenwiese, but then I might assign, you know , if those srere
1s, I might assign a 2 to Rosengart, and Reinland, maybe a
3"
Q:

And for the area?

A: For the area as a whole I'd put them around 2 maybe.
But then you get, from my understanding of places like, one
of the tolrns around Àltona, one of the villages around
there, you know I I might have given them a 4 or possibly
even a 5, but that would be, in that area, I would be guessing more or going by impressions.
Q: WeIl, I guess this has to be, by Èhe very nature of
question, a very qualitative kind of judgement.

Èhe

A: And you can of course apply the criteria of public
schools, you know, when it was permitted, and of which of
the church groups was it....wellr
w€ said that arl arready,
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you don't

want to transcribe this

once more,

let this

part be stricken from the record.(laughs).
Q:

Thank-you very much.

À:

Okay.

lPlease note: Àlthough Dr. Ens did not assign specific
values for arl areas in this inÈerview, he did so in a subsequent interviev¡ on 27 Januåry 1987, canadian Mennonite Bi-

ble College.

J

Àppendix

B

INTERVIEW WITH JAKE PETERS

The following is

a transcript of an interview with Jake
Peters, (on 4 December, 1986) an historian specializing in
Mennonite history with a special interest in the west Reserve in Manitoba.
Question: r'm tarking to Jake peters, on the 4th of December. I'm tarking to him about the assignation of various
numerical values to the 10 polls which r have chosen and I'm
asking him about assigning numerical varues which rerate to
the small- 'c' conservatism of each of those polling areas.
First of all Jake, r need Èo arrive at a working definition
for the variability of Mennonite smarl 'c' conservatism in
t.erms of their attitudes to canadian society. rs there anything that you can telI me regarding Mennonite attitudes in
the ten porring areas that I have chosen--those are Gretna,
Altona, Rosenferd, Prum couree, winkler, Gren cross and the
township 2-5, schanzenfeld Iin] township 2-4, township 2-2,
Haskett/Reinland which is in township 1-4, and Rosenheim/
Horndean which is in township 3-2.
rs there anything you
can telI me about those ten polls which would enabre me to
assign numerical values of, or rather, numerical values to
their conservatism?
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Answer: WelI, it's
ferent polls, but,
narily Mennonites
Bergthal church in

of course different for each of the difthe Gretna po1l for example, you had priof Bergthal corony background from the
the West Reserve, with a sprinkling of
sommerferder people in there, andr on the scare of accommodating, you know, miId, Iess strong and strong accomodators,
generally I guess you would have people in that poll I think
you
who would fit somewhere between categories 4 and 7.
hnow, many of the Bergthal church, Manitoba Bergthaler
Church people fitting perhaps in category 6 and many of the
Sommerfelder people caught betweenr or in, categories 4 and
5...and ít varied from individual to individual but that indicates direction I think. And Èhen of course, in Gretna,
you would also have some non-Mennonites who need to be noted.

In the Altona polI, again there was a fairly significant
Bergthaler Church group that one would have, ât least if one
included communities like Kleinstadt, Hochstadt, the town of
Artona...schoenthar of course vras a sommerfelder centrer you
know, and the same kinds of things r said before about the
earlier potr lGretna] I think hotd, whether its sommerfelder
or Bergthaler Church people that you're talking about.
Is
this alright?
Q:

This is exactly what I

A:

Going Èhrough on a poll by po1l basis?

need.
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Q: That's right. So how would you then describe Àltona in
terms of numerical values?
À: I guess, Altona, I would sây, on balance would be a category 5 by the...
Q:

A fairly strong tendency toward accommodation?

A: Àt least a perceptible tendency towards accommodation,
rather than the other way. Given that the towns, the townspeople who vrere of Mennonite background I think tended Èo
be, in large measure, from the Bergthaler church, and the
Sommerfelder people, in the town at least, yrere a minority.
Ànd, pol1 number three there, the Rosenfeld poII,

I find

it very difficult to say anything about it other than the
fact that you of course had quite a few German Lutherans in
the area and that the original village of Rosenfeld was in
fact a Chortitza/tuerstenland village, not a Bergthaler village, but beyond that it's difficult for me to really, realty say much on that particular poII.
The Plum Cou1ee polI,
speak of being in there.

depending on what one all wants to
Would Rosenhein be considered as

part of the PIum Coulee poll?
Q: Not usually.
A: No, Dor okay, that's Horndean. Oh yeah, right.
I see
what you're saying. So, it would be Lindenau, Grossweide,
and what else in there?
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Q: Oh, probab1y...
A: Hamburg, which isn't on the map here, is right about
there, that little dot made earlier lrefers to map of West
Reserve] . . .

0:

Which is about 3, 4t 5 miles...

A:

About 4 miles from PIum Coulee.,.

Q:

4 miles from Plum Coulee in a northwesterly direction"

À: Yeah. The Plum Cou1ee poll, obviously again the people
who moved into the town have taken an accommodator stand
right there, you know, by virtue of that move you can pretty
much say they're category 6s,
But some of the smarler communities in the area like some of the Grossweide community
was originalry largery sommerfelder, but there was much Mennonite Brethren activity in there.
The attitude there
changed over time, you know, and its a continuum that starts
before your period llggZ] perhaps, and ends later than your
period [1935], but, for 1930 you know, they probably wourd
have been a category 5 in Grossweide, and then Hamburgr on
the other hand was probably a category 2, because it was
predominantly OId Colony people living in Hamburg.
Q¡ In general, the area?
As In general, the Plum Coulee arear tou know if In... I'd
say in broad strokes, it v¡ould probably be a caÈegory 5, you
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know. But f'm a litt1e bít ,iffy, on that because you have
everything in, you know, in the immediately surrounding vicinity, you have Old Colony, you have Bergthaler people and
you have M. B. people there.
The l.rinkler pol} . c. incruded of course a considerabre

M.

B. presence, who were strong accommodators, in partr you
know, category 6, category 7, definitery tended towards accommodation. They rùere the first people to rearly accept
the movement into towns without any reservations, they were
less bound by rules and regurations in many things; in their
outlook, you know, and more inclined generally to accept
canadian practices.
You know they estabLished a mission in
winnipeg and 'aulrer haund' rike that.
so the Mennonite
Brethren presence Ïras definitery accommodator, fairry strong
accommodator. You arso had sommerferder peopre like Rosenbach. The Rosenbach community, untiL 1937, was predominantly a sommerferder community. And then Greenfarm, there v¡ere
a lot of Bergthaler church people in there, sommerfelders, a
sprinkling of ord colony people in there too, who wourd
haver on balance I think, tended to be category 4s.
Q:

So, once again, for the area itself?

A3 For the area itself,
I would say clearly a category 6.
Because the town of winkler and the rural M. B. presence
north and west of winkler, you know, insofar at reast as
that was in that poll, and even communities Like Hoffnungs-
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ferd, just southwest of winkler you know, tended to be fairly strong accommodators by inclination.

don't know a great dear about the Gren
cross poJ-r. r know that the vilrage of waldheim was a mixed
community with both ord colony and sommerfelder church peop1e living in Wa1dheim, that's in section 2-S is it?
yeah,
township 2-5. so, for wardheim it would be appropriate to
say that it's probably a category 3 and much the same kind
of thing f or Blumst,ein, you know, it's either a 3 or a 4.
There yrere people who ended up in the M. B. church with a
Brumstein background for example. But stillr on balance, a
fairry conservative community. But that's tal-king about the
virrages I see lon the map] in that particular township...r
don't know if they alr voted at the Glen cross porl. schanGlen cross. . . r

zenfeId...
Q: Before we go on to Schanzenfeld, Glen Cross, that pol1,
if you trad to assign a number to it, 3 or 4, those numbers
that you had mentioned earlier?
À¡ Say, I'II go with it on the basis of...okay, there were
a loÈ of Mennonites in the area who settred individuallyr so
if one later !ùants to use that as a criterion, that certainIy suggests somewhat of a maintainer kind of atÈitude...uh¡
rror r mean somewhat of an accommodator attitude.
The ord
colony regulated type of rife just doesn't seem to have been
very strongly the norm in that area, rike especiarly with
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l{ardheim, you know. r would say a 4 is probably as good
assignation as anything.

an

into the schanzenfeld porr, which
incrudes virrages rike ¡ ot the township incrudes villages
like Chortitz, Rosenthal, Friedensruh, ReinfeId, (which
wourd probabry have made more sense to have its porr in
l.Tinkler though). There you're talking about decidedly, r
Ànd then when one gets

would sêy, about a category 3.

You know, people who in-

clined, definitery incrined towards the maintainer view of
the world arready. Predominantly ord colony people in those
viJ-lages. r, ât least, know of no famiries in the early
days who v¡ere not of chortítza/ruerstenrand background. H.
J. Gerbrandt talks about some schanzenfeldt people who vrere
involved in the Bergthaler church but r don't accept that it
rúas as significant a phenomenon as what he seems to suggest
that it y¡as for schanzenferdt. À lot of my own famiJ.y background is out of schanzenfeld and they were very conservative (laughs). So, I assigned it a 3? yeah, it's a 3, and
if anything r wourd say that that area, you kno¡v, if r err,
it's in the direction it should be a 2 then.
Q:

So, definitely a 3, possibly

A:

Mm

2?

Hmm. [Yes].

For Section 2-2? Or, maybe if you want, you
Q: Alright.
can keep going in that direction,
and go down instead to
Haskett/Reinrand lrefers to mapJ , it's similar. . . it's up to
you.
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À:

WeIl, I'11 take them the

Q:

AIrighÈ.

yray

you've got it here.

A: For [township] 2-2, it's predominantlyr âs a matter of
fact, âs nearly as I can see, they're all, no....
It's a
predominantly Bergthaler settlement area" The village names
there are Iike Weidenfeld, Rome, Bergfeld, Heuboden, Rudnerweide, those are alr Bergtharer communities. They vrere sommerferder peopre by and large.
of course the Bergthaler
Church Aeltester lived in Altbergthal...
Q;

À:

When was

that?

1890s" But, the area, after the split at least,
stayed predominantly with the sommerfelder church stil1.
rt
wasn't, as nearry as r understand it, a terribry ideological
sort of area. There vrere good relations between Bergthaler
people and Sommerfelder people.
The Church thing didn't
pose a stumbling block. You know, I would say it makes
sense to talk about them as 4s,
Pretty middle of the road
kind of.
Q:

Umm,

Much

like, then, the people around the GIen Cross area.

A: Yeah. Maybe that would...you sort of lose your train of
thought. Ànd when you're doing these anaryses you're not
comparing enough and you, you know, when you come up with
the numbers, I mean r don't have these as hard and fast cat-
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egories in my head just yet, you kno¡v, after twenty minutes,
Maybe it would be helpful to also look at what kind of numbers we have assigned and then re-think some of them at the
end of the session.

r wourd say it's certainry similar to what the wardheim community Èhat r was tarking about in the Glen cross
poll was like, and there are other simirarities. Many of
these villages broke up earry, not arr of them maintained,
and it seems some of them were never even settred as vilragYeah,

They trere community designations, not,
you
know... lperhaps they named] a schoolr oF something like
that.
es.

Q:

For the next one, Haskett/Reinland, Township 1-4?

À: That includes Kronsfeld, Eichenferd, osterwick. There
you're talking about...I would speak of that porr as being a
2. You know, it's predominantry oId colony. The Haskett
community, of course, incruded some non-conformists, as perhaps did eichenfeld, rrm not sure. But Haskett, ât least,
nas a railway community, and there v¡ere some people who were
itl at ease with the old colony church there who had had
their troubres in Blumenferd and that kind of thing, and
moved down to Haskett. Ànd likewise, in the village of
Reinrand, you had a sommerferder community. so those two
sub-communities ?rere inclined to be...werr, for Haskett, r
wourd say perhaps, it would be a 5 and for the'sommerferder

-rË,
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community within Reinland, it would have been a 4.

But giv-

en that the overarl reality is stilt very much ord colony,
you know osterwick, Hochfeld, Blumenfetd, Eichenferd, Gruen-

ferd...r wourd say it's a 2. And if one wanÈed to be argumentative, one could hold out for a 1, I guess. Is that
good enough?
Q:

That's fine.

A3 You know, r'm sorry to say all of these things with fifteen reservations, but (raughs) maybe r am seeing too many
trees and not enough forests.
Q:

For

range

A:

the final pol1, Rosenheim/uorndean, to¡vnship 3,

2?

wait,

no.

Let's go back a little bit to another
quest ion " ltownshipJ 3-1 is what that would be. There never Y¡as a separate poll for those people, eh?
Q;

Oh,

No.

As so they would have, in so far as they yrere considered to
be a voting population, they wourd have been assigned to either the Gretna polJ.sr or in a few instances perhaps, the
2-2 po1lr or the Reinland porIs. okay, since that is a
fairry strong'conservative arear êt reast then it would make
a rot more sense to talk about Reinrand, the Reinrand poll,
as a 1. You know, if you're going to thro¡¡ communities rike
Rosengart and Neuhorst and Rosenort and schoenwiese in
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there. Then I would say one would do best to label
a 1. I hadn't thought of the fact that there wasn'
nas looking at townships, you know.

Re

i nland

{-

However, wiln Haskett and Reinland in the area as weII,
would you characterize the entire area as a 1, o!¡ with

O:

their influence, would you characterize it stilt

a

Z?

A:

WeII, íf you throw in communities like Neuenburg and
schoenwiese and Neuhorst and Rosenort and Rosengart, that
more than compensates for those countercurrents that you
find in the Haskett community and that smarr sommerferder
church group in Reinland. Yeah, to me it makes most sense
to talk about it as a 1 then.
And
Q:

your f inal poll was Rosenheim/torndean.

Township 3, Range 2"

A: Umm, hmm [yesJ. WeII, predominantly Bergthaler settlement. some former old corony.n.a few old colony people settled in the area. Bergthaler, I mean Bergthaler colony. A
lot of Sommerfelder people Irived] in the area. predominantly individual settlement though, not village, you know,
the qewanndorf. Probably lttre area] could be described as a
5 as well as anything else.
Okay, That's the polling areas.
values change over time as you see íE?

Q:

How much

did these
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A: For the Gretna porl, it seems to me that the character
of the community didn't change a great deal over time. r
mean, they were fairly open to some elements'of accommodation.
I mean, cerÈain1y the town dwellers in Gretna, you
know, they had staked out their orientation--deveroping institutions, the MCr for exampre, in Gretna, or business peopre located in Gretna. But, the sommerferder peopre in the
area, and such sommerferder people as rived in the area
around Gretna, they, for exampre, they adopted changes such
as incorporation of the Waisenamtr you know 19.., we1l, that
rras right in the 1920s, whereas the Bergthaler church people
adopted it in 1907, for their waisenamt, you know. But that
was stilr
where a lot of that kind of thinking came from,
you know, out of that area. The Gretna area. you know, I
would say that poll didn't change tremendously over time"
where r wourd find...I guess it's
more herpfut to look at
the polls where I do see significant change.
rn the Prum coulee and also in the Rosenheim/Horndean
poll, when you talk about the peopre settred outside of the
towns, you're tarking about trends where there are changes
that r think affect very much their outlook on the worrd.
Like Èhe M. Bn phenonmenon in the Grossweide, that Grossweide area north and east of PIum Coulee you know.
Okay, earlier you characterized it as a 5.
you...when do you think that wourd have changedr or
the change have occurred before the 5?
Q:

Would

wourd
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See, I guess .that was a qualif ied kind of .. ..
Or, let
me qualify that further.
The towns excepted from what r'm
saying now, for Èhe rural peopre that vrere farming in Gros-

A:

sweide, Rosenheim, Lindenau and those areas, initiarly I
wourd have seen them as 3s, and by the year 19s1, they were
probably, on barance, 6s you know? so there was tbat kínd
of change from the early '90s to 1 951 .
9: Can you be any more specific about that? narly 1890s
they vrere 3s. when they wourd have become 4s or 5s? By
which election do you suppose they wourd have been 4s or 5s?
À3 wellr sây in the periods from 1g0Z to 1919, you know,
they would have been perhaps 4s. In the 1920sr sây, they
would have.... The '20s, the '30s, the '40s, you know, they
would have beenr on balance, 5s. Because you're talking
about...it's difficult,
because you're tarking about two
views of the worrd sort of in conf lict.
There yÍere, ât various and sundry points, some fairry unsavoury kinds of attitudinal things toward the other group, whether it be book
burnings or you name it (laughs), where arr the ord Gesanqbuecher rrere piled on heaps and burned and things like that,
you know? rtrs a guestion of what yrere the numbers of peopre in the community, and did the majority ascribe to this
group or to that, and I don't have the numbers for....
By
the 1940s, the M. B.s were in the ascendant, clearry the
dominant group in the area, I think.
So perhaps, in the
1940s, for Grossweide, you courd talk about it as a 6 already, I don't know.
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Q: Ànd the other one that you talked about lras the, (which
one?) Rosenheim/Horndean porr. you mentioned that there
had been some considerable change in that area.
A:

I think it vras generally, an increasing acceptance of
Canadian society.
You know, after a time, the people in
that area found public schoors weren't that hard to take,
so, in the post-1926/27 elections you would find, I think,
an increasing openness to canadian society and a sense of
being participants in that society.
So

them a 5, what period r¡ere you
speaking of, and would that have changed significantly?

Q:

when you assigned

A: I think, again, by the end of your period, it would perhaps be reasonable to tatk of them as 6s, you know, whereas,
earlier in ttre period they Ìúere 5s and perhaps 4s.
Q: So, qay before the nineteenth...before the turn of the
twentieth century they had the characteristics of 4s?
À:

Yeah.

Q: Then, f romr sây 1900 to 1930 they vrere 5s and in
they became 6s.
A:

Yeah"

Or they had become 6s.
areas of change that you see?

Q:

1935

Alright.

Are those the

main
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A: WeII, there's Lhe other joker in the deck, if you will,
of the coming of the Russlaender people and the exodus of
the ord colony peopre, and that affects especialry your,
where is it now, your Haskett/Reinland porl, and also your
winkler poI1. Those two polrs especialry nere significantly
affected by, and to a very limited extent I guess, your
Gretna poIl, if communities rike BlumenorÈ were included in
it.
But in those two polrs, you know, there nas a very
sharp distinction between the period 1922 and earrier and
say 1923 and later.
Because the Russlaender people were a
lot more open to the Canadian educational system.
They
iÍ€!ê....
They generally wanted to get invorved to be whaÈ
the (how should one say it?)..nto learn the language, you
know, to be in the mainstream of society, not to be separate
that much. r mean, they fert, r think, contented that they
vrere in a Mennonite environment...they liked that.
But, in
terms of a number assignation, for the Reinrand porr, after
1923...given that there are still considerabre numbers of
oId colony people there and that many joined the sommerferder church, after 1923 perhaps you courd talk of that area
âs. n.ta1k of it as a 4..
n

Q:

Okay.

A:

. n . oft

baLance. You

Q: Winkler area.
Winkler area was,

or a 7.

know. " . "

Prior to this you had mentioned that the
you would consider it to be basically a 6
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À:

f{elI ,

(Laughs

we

can't

go much farther

than that r

cân

we?

)

Q: Does that cover the entire period, would you say that
with the exception of possibly the first few elections ...?
A: Yeah. See, the !{inkler area, you had inf usions of Russlaender peoptl, but you didn't have the town of winkler and
at least those communities to the norÈh, you didn't have a
mass exodus out of there.
So, it's an infusion of people,
but they're coming into a community which is arready inclined to accommodate so it doesnrt fundamentally arter the
character t.hat much perhaps, like it does in the ReínLand/
HasketÈ poIl,
Q:

Alright.

Is that basically it in terms of

changes?

A: Those are the ones that rea1ly grab me, at 1east.
Q: Okay. What criteria--I should have asked this at the
beginning--but ¡uhat criteria would you use to determine
where on that continuum each of these polls fit?
what did
you base your assumptions on?
A: r take a fairly institutional kind of view of the whore
matter. You know, what are their aÈtitudes towards various
institutions?
For exampre, municipar government, their olrn
<¡ebietsamt. For the Old Colony, they had...they strongly
emþhasized having their ov¡n qebietsamt you know, in their

11s

that kind of thing. Whereas, other people,
the Bergtharer church people and the sommerferder church
people h'ere very open towards participation in municipal
government, ¡vhich was a creation of the higher levers of
government. That's one case. r consider things like how
did they deal with their waisenamt, you know? And again,
you see, the Chortitza-Fuerstenland, the old Colony people
retained their waisenamt as an in-group kind of thing, nonincorporated, Èhey even made it a less capitaristic kind of
thing by kicking out all the rarge depositors and keeping it
onry as a mutuar-aid institution, whereas the Bergthaler and
sommerfelder, ât different points, incorporated their waisenaemter, they alLowed outside investors to deposit money in
their waisenaemter. That's another consideration. The public school, or public schoor/private school is a big consideration. And you see differential behaviour, which r think
you broadly understand, between the different groups. you
know, the Old Colony people on the one hand being very
strict about privaÈe schools--you had to have a private
school, if you sent your children to a public school you
were excommunicated. The sommerfelder, having a little more
of the seat-of-the-pants kind of way of dealing with it.
You know, if you sent your children to a public school, 'arr,
okay, we1l, you know, êfright',
but preferably private
schools. In theory, they wanted private schools, in practice, they accepted public schools, where the district wanted iÈ. Ànd the Bergthaler people, until the abolition of
oyrn community,

the bi-lingual schools,

were

very

gung-ho
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.
about public

schools.

Q: So, basically then, you see accommodation and 'maintaining' in terms of. " .
A: No, there's a few other considerations I do have yet.
Q: Besides the institutional?
A: Yeah, r do arso consider attitude toward ranguage, attitudes towards town-dwelling, such as the thing that r had
mentioned previously'about the fire insurance that's suggestive about an attitudinal thing...that by 1907 they were
willing to say "we'11 insure to¡vn properties in the fire insurance." Ànd language, to me, is a bit of a consideration.
Maybe that's part of the reason why r've been a littre conservative in my orrn tendency not to want to put peopre as 1s
or 7s sometimes, because, broadly speaking, in the period
you're dealing with, alt of them wanted to retain German
language' There rras very rittre, virtually no English-ranguage church services or that kind of thing that came in in
that period. And r do consider language, it's not my major
consideraÈion, but it is there as a minor consideration.
Q: Àre there any otherr or is that it?
À:

well, retention of the village system is another one,
and r've referred to that at a number of points as being a
significant factor. where the old co]-ony nere very strongry
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in favour of village retention and, for the Bergtharer,
Bergthal group people again it rilas more, "we11 , íf you do,
yôu do, and if you don't, you don't", kind of, you know.
Ànd, that about covers it for h€r for what I regard as significant factors.
Q:

Okay, thank you very

A:

You're very

weÌcome.

much.
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Appendix

C

TABLE OF REGRESSION

COEFFICIENTS

PARTICIPATION

iPREFERENCE

DâTES P}IF EIIF AVI.IP
1887 -.t2ø .65ø .2ó5
189¡ .8t4 .587 .7øL
t89ó .7ø6 .779 .743
19øø .8ø8 .647 .728
l9ø2 .549 . ó¡16 .598
l9ø4 .ó4r .262 .45'2
l9ø8 .886 -.274 .96
1911 .642 .269 .45å
t9t7 .119 .ó15 .97
l92t .75S .69{ì .726
t925 .4SA .432 .42ø
ls-26 .517 .423 .47ø
t93ø -,352 -.3S6 -.369
1955 .øs9 .381 .2tø

PIIF

AVIIF

LIBERAL
EI1F

CONSERVATIVE

AVIIF P¡IF E]IF

.ø6? .185 -t24 -.ø62
-.6ø4 -.274 -.439 .6ø4
-. t45 -.456 -.3ø1 .145
-.39ø -.64ø -.515 .39ø
.26? -.æ7
.622 -.5rø .598
.84ø .øøø .42ø -.A4ø
!" .6ó3 -.æø .t92 -,6é3
i .6ø4 -.tó5 .22ø -.6ø4
t-.195 -.529 -.5ó2r

-.185 -.124
.274 .439
.45ó .3øt
.64ø .515
-.418 -.3ÍJ
.622 .51ø

-.tøt

E¡IF

PARTY
AVt'tF

.ø35

.325 .taø

. t95

.529 .362r
.481 .532*
.ø14 .4ø4Ë

.øøø -.42ø
.28ø -.192

.ré5 -.2ø

-.481 -.532
-.øt4 -.4ø4
-.æø -.35ø
.teó ::3;3 -.øIø -.3ø4
.583
.794

.4?2

OTHER

PIIF

AVIIF

.583

.794
.649
.139

iE the averåge of the pl,F end El.lF values cooputed as
{olloxs: AVIíF = (rpftF + rEllFl / Z.

I It should be noted that for the purposes o{ regression analysis,
the Progressive candidate ¡¡as crassified as a Libèrar in rg2t,
whire
the Independent cendidate was placed in the "flther party,,catågory
{or
that sarne election.
I For 1925, the .0ther party" candidate Hås running under the
Progressive banner.
Liberal Progressive candidate ras considered .0ther party" for
.t The
the
rcAression analyses of the elections ot t9Z6 and l93g.
The above distinctions do not significantty affect
the {indings o{
the regressim analysis.

.ø5ø.35øÊ

t35ó

.24A
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